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AGENDA 

 

Day 1 – Wednesday  

I. 6:00 – 6:10 Introduction & Overview by Carlene Jadusingh (Moderator) 
 

II. 6:10 – 6:25 Creating Own Practice (Greg Matalon) 
1.   Ethical Considerations of Starting Your Practice 

a. Out of law school 
 b. Leaving a firm 
 c. Leaving other employment 
 d. Starting new career 
2.   Business Plan 
 

III. 6:25 – 6:40  Your Professional Identity (Greg Matalon & Harold Peterson) 
1.  Ethical Considerations of Naming Your Practice 

a. Sole Practitioner 
b. LLC or PLLC 
c. LLP or Partnership 
d. Professional Corporation 
 

IV. 6:40 – 6:55 The Office (Michael Bond) 
1. Sharing Space 

a. Multi-disciplinary Office 
2. Home Office 
3. Virtual Office 

 
V. 6:55 – 7:10 Management (Ethan Ganc & Winnie Lai) 

1. Bank Accounts 
a. Business/Operating 
b. IOLA 
c. Other trust or escrow accounts 



2. Retainer Agreements 
a. When and What’s Needed 

3. Professional Liability Insurance 

7:10 – 7:20 (Break) 

VI.  7:20 – 7:35 Fee Arbitration and Contingency Fees (Chad Young) 
1.   Ethical Issues 

 
VII. 7:35 – 7:45  Billing (Panel) 

1.   Ethical Issues 
2.   Fee Splitting 

 
VIII. 7:45 – 8:00 Q&A 

 
IX. 8:00 – 9:00 Refreshments 

 

Day 2 – Tuesday  

I.  6:00 – 6:10 Introduction & Overview by Carlene Jadusingh (Moderator) 

II. 6:10 – 6:30 Advertising & Marketing (Carlene Jadusingh & Russ Korins) 

III. 6:30 – 6:45  Web Presence (Russ Korins) 
    1.   Requirements 
    2.   Options 
     a.   Content Management 
     b.   Managed by someone 
      c.   Ethics   
 
IV. 6:45 – 7:05 Networking (Russ Korins) 
 
IV. 7:05 – 7:20 Financial Planning for Attorneys (Heather Guthrie) 
 
V. 7:20 – 7:30 (Break) 

VI. 7:30 – 7:50  

   A. Technology (Panel) 
    1.   Hardware 
     a.   Computer System 
    2.   Software 
     a.   Windows v Mac 



     b.   Compatibility with older software & programs 
     c.   Contact management 
     d.   Billing 
     e.   Calendar/Scheduling 
     f.    Legal (various practice areas) 

3.   Server & Cloud options 
    4.   Phone System 
   B.  IT Support (Armando D’Accordo) 
 
VII. 7:50 – 8:00 Q&A 

VIII. 8:00 – 9:00 Refreshments 



Faculty Bios   

Michael Bond is the principal of the Law Office of Michael Bond, located in downtown 
Manhattan. Mike’s practice focuses on estate planning, probate & estate administration, 
residential real estate, and contract & business-related matters.  He is admitted to practice in New 
York and New Jersey, as well as the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey. Mike 
serves on the New York County Lawyers' Association's Estates & Trusts committee, the New 
York State Bar Association's Committee on LGBT People and the Law, and the LGBT Bar 
Association of Greater New York’s (LeGaL) Solo & Small Law Firm Practitioners Committee. 
Mike graduated cum laude from Seton Hall University School of Law. While at Seton Hall, he 
was awarded the Raymond Del Tufo, Jr. Constitutional Law Award and the Charles H. Revson 
Law Student Public Interest Fellowship. He also served on the Circuit Review journal, and 
volunteered at Brooklyn Family Court by assisting victims of domestic violence. During his law 
school summers, Mike had full-time internships with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission and the Honorable Michael A. Shipp of the U.S. District Court for the District of 
New Jersey. Before embarking on a second career as a lawyer, Mike received his B.A. from 
Hofstra University and worked for many years in the publishing industry and for a variety of 
nonprofit organizations. 

Armando D’Accordo has more than 27 years of business and IT experience garnered at fortune 
100 companies Citibank and Cendant. In 2007 he brought that experience to the local business 
community and opened his own business. Now, as president of CMIT Solutions of South Nassau 
Armando assists his small and medium size business clients with technology solutions focused 
on identity theft prevention, compliance, security, business continuity and disaster recovery. In 
2001, he was named Support Director of the year in the US, and in 2007 he received numerous 
awards after starting his own business here on Long Island. He continues to be an industry leader 
as well as an accomplished public speaker and author of a book entitled, “I just want my 
computers to work”. He is also an active participant and board member for both Kiwanis and the 
local Chamber of commerce. 

Ethan D. Ganc is the principal of the Law Office of Ethan Ganc, which he founded in 2010 after 
working for many years at one of New York City's premier boutique bankruptcy firms. Mr. Ganc 
maintains a general civil practice with a focus on creditors’ rights and bankruptcy. He has 
significant experience representing corporations and individuals in bankruptcy proceedings, both 
as debtors in bankruptcy but also as creditors and purchasers of assets. Mr. Ganc has particular 
expertise protecting the interests of equipment leasing and financing companies in bankruptcy 
cases. He has extensive experience both prosecuting and defending preference and fraudulent 
conveyance actions. Mr. Ganc also practices in the areas of business and residential real estate 
law, among others.  

Mr. Ganc is a graduate of Tufts University and received his law degree cum laude from Suffolk 
University Law School. He is admitted to practice in the State of New York as well as the 
District and Bankruptcy Courts for the Southern, Eastern, and Northern Districts of New York 
and the Eastern District of Michigan. Mr. Ganc is an active member of the Association for the 
Bar of the City of New York, where he is a volunteer for the City Bar Justice Center’s Lawyers 
Foreclosure Intervention Network and a former member of the LGBT Rights Committee. Mr. 
Ganc is also a member of the New York State Bar Association, where he serves on the 
Bankruptcy Committee; LeGaL (LGBT Bar Association of Greater New York), where he serves 
on the Solo & Small Firm Committee; the National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy 
Attorneys; the American Bankruptcy Institute; and the Hispanic National Bar Association. In 
addition, he is active in a range of alumni activities for Tufts University as Vice President of the 
Tufts Lawyers Association and member of the Tufts Alumni Council. 



 

Heather Guthrie is a Financial Advisors and Financial Planning Specialist with JPMorgan 
Securities, LLC. She has worked in the financial services industry for many years both as a solo 
practitioner and as a member large investment team. She began her career at Smith Barney, 
which later became Morgan Stanley and then came to JPMorgan in February of 2012.  She 
specializes in servicing the intricate and ever changing needs of the LGBTQ community.  She 
and her wife Alicia are both very active in the community and worked with lawmakers to help 
pass marriage equality in the state of New York. 

Carlene Jadusingh (CJ) is a solo practitioner with an immigration and general civil practice in 
Manhattan.  Her practice areas are very diverse and range from asylum, cancellation of removal 
and adjustment of status to business and employment law, landlord/tenant (both residential & 
commercial), contracts (including commercial lease agreements, pre & post nuptial agreements 
and sponsorship contracts), wills and consumer law. CJ graduated cum laude from CUNY’s John 
Jay College of Criminal Justice with a BA in Forensic Psychology and received her JD from St. 
John’s University School of Law.  

Prior to law school, CJ had a distinguished career as a Federal Pretrial Services Officer in the 
Federal Court, Eastern District of New York. In addition to serving as the chair of the Solo & 
Small Firm Committee of the LGBT Bar Association of Greater New York (LeGaL), CJ is a 
former president of LeGaL and continues to serve on LeGaL’s board of directors.  She also sat 
on the NYC Bar Association’s Housing Court Committee for several years, has published several 
articles, participated in numerous speaking engagements, panel discussions, CLE’s and wrote a 
popular blog for the NYS Bar Association’s Lawyer’s in Transition Committee titled 
“Reasonable Doubt.” 

Russ Korins is Director of Marketing for the business law firm Cohen Tauber Spievack & 
Wagner P.C., where he is responsible for both the practice development of individual attorneys 
and for firm-wide marketing. Also an attorney, he has served on the board of the LeGaL 
Foundation for six years. Russ’s career in marketing includes ten years of consulting to law firms 
and businesses, and work at TD Ameritrade in corporate communications. Russ invites follow-up 
questions or comments and can be reached at rkorins@ctswlaw.com. 

Winnie Lai is an associate attorney of the Law Offices of Sergio Villaverde, PLLC. Winnie's 
practice areas include, but are not limited to, uncontested and complex contested divorce, child 
custody, child support, adoption, family offense, guardianship, and other domestic relations 
issues. She also served as a Court Evaluator and is eligible to be a court appointed fiduciary 
serving in various roles under Article 81 of the Mental Hygiene Law. Prior to joining the Law 
Offices of Sergio Villaverde, PLLC, Winnie was a Post-Graduate Law Clerk to the Honorable 
Doris Ling-Cohan, Supreme Court, Civil Branch, New York County. Winnie is a graduate from 
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio and received her law degree from New 
York Law School. Winnie is a member of the Puerto Rican Bar Association; Bronx County Bar 
Association; and LeGaL, where she serves as the Secretary of the Solo & Small Law Firm 
Practitioners Committee. In addition, Winnie is a member of the Host Committee for "Libations 
& Litigation," Lambda Legal's annual women's networking event. 

Gregory Matalon’s practice concentrates in the areas of estate planning, estate administration, 
elder law and Not-for-Profit and Religious Corporations Law.  He regularly helps individuals 
and families plan for the future through the preparation of Last Wills and Testaments, Trusts, 
Living Wills and Health Care Proxies and Durable Powers of Attorney documents.  Greg 
provides his clients with the tools to create a tax efficient estate plan, while realizing that the 



Client’s goal/s are primary.  Greg also represents Executors and Trustees to navigate the 
complex Federal and State laws impacting Estates and Trusts.  While representing Executors and 
Trustees, Greg has identified areas of unsettled law and he has either clarified existing law or, in 
some cases, created new law through his submissions of Private Letter Ruling requests to both 
the Internal Revenue Service and New York City Department of Finance.  He has been 
successful, on behalf of his clients, in each instance. 

Gregory regularly lectures on various topics of law including: estate planning and estate 
administration, Medicaid planning, same-sex couples tax planning and Religious Corporations 
Law topics.  He has lectured before prestigious bar associations (of which he is a member) 
including: the New York State Bar Association (NYSBA), the Nassau County Bar Association 
and LeGaL and noted accountant organizations including: the National Conference of CPA 
Practitioners, the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants and the New York 
Society of Independent Accountants.  Greg is also invited to lecture at the Interchurch Center and 
various community-based organizations.  This year Gregory was asked to speak by Lawline, a 
premier provider of continuing legal education.  As a member of the NYSBA, Greg was 
appointed liaison to the Tax Law Section. In addition, he was granted a seat on the House of 
Delegates, the policy-making body of the NYSBA. 

Greg is proud to have represented numerous families who lost loved ones on September 11, 
2001, and to have helped to establish Lutheran Disaster Response of New York, a major 
charitable organization created in the aftermath of the 9/11 tragedies. In addition, to his regular 
lecture schedule, Gregory has authored numerous articles on estate and tax topics for many 
professional publications. Greg enjoys serving his community, and currently holds the following 
community positions: Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees of the Kew-Forest School, an 
independent pre-k through 12th grade college preparatory school located in Forest Hills, New 
York; Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees of Lutheran Schools Association located; Vice Chair 
of the Small Firm and Solo Practitioners Committee of LeGaL. 

Harold B. Peterson is a Partner in the Tax Department of Prager Metis CPAs, LLC, a member 
of Prager Metis International Group. He has been practicing accounting since 1980. Mr. Peterson 
works very closely with his clients to ensure that all of their needs and unique circumstances are 
fully understood. He has an expertise in a full range of tax services and takes pride in combining 
planning, research and advisory services in conjunction with tax compliance. He also represents 
clients in tax controversies and is active in estate and gift planning. 

Mr. Peterson works with clients in a range of industries including entertainment, real estate 
investment and holding companies, manufacturers, professional practices and other service 
industries. He has served as a lecturer for the Foundation for Accounting Education seminars as 
well as numerous other educational forums. 

Chad Young is an accomplished personal injury trial lawyer who has negotiated large 
settlements and tried complex personal injury cases to jury verdict. At Greenberg & Young, 
PLLC, Mr. Young represents victims who have been seriously injured in construction accidents, 
medical malpractice, and nursing home neglect.  He has been a tireless advocate for the elderly 
and victims of improper care in nursing facilities.  He has obtained millions of dollars in 
damages for victims of bedsores, fractures and other injuries suffered at nursing homes across 
the State of New York. 

Mr. Young is admitted to practice law in both New York and New Jersey. He is a member of the 
New York State Trial Lawyers Association.  Mr. Young also serves on the Board of Directors for 
a Community Services Center of The Bronx, Inc.  
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II. Creating+Your+Practice+

1. Ethical+Considerations+of+Starting+Your+Practice+
+
a. Out+of+Law+School+

See+Rules+of+Professional+Conduct+Rule+1.1:++
RULE%1.1:%
COMPETENCE%
(a)%A%lawyer%should%provide%competent%representation%to%a%client.%Competent%
representation%requires%the%legal%knowledge,%skill,%thoroughness%and%preparation%
reasonably%necessary%for%the%representation.%
(b)%A%lawyer%shall%not%handle%a%legal%matter%that%the%lawyer%knows%or%should%know%
that%the%lawyer%is%not%competent%to%handle,%without%associating%with%a%lawyer%who%
is%competent%to%handle%it.%
(c)%A%lawyer%shall%not%intentionally:%
(1)%fail%to%seek%the%objectives%of%the%client%through%reasonably%available%means%
permitted%by%law%and%these%Rules;%or%
(2)%prejudice%or%damage%the%client%during%the%course%of%the%representation%except%
as%permitted%or%required%by%these%Rules.%
%

b. Leaving+a+Firm+
There+are+numerous+articles+written+on+the+ethical+and+legal+issues+of+lateral+moves+
and+there+are+a+handful+of+reported+cases+on+the+issue.++The+following+are+three+of+
what+I+believe+to+be+the+most+important+cases:++
+++
In+Meinhard+v.+Solomon+(164N.+E.+545+(N.Y.+1928)+the+Court+of+Appeals+held+the+
partners+of+a+business+owed+fiduciary+duties+to+one+another+where+business+
opportunity+arises+during+the+course+of+the+partnership.+The+Court+further+held+that+
the+fiduciary+duty+of+communication+was+breached+where+a+partner+in+a+joint+
venture+failed+to+inform+his+coQpartner+of+a+profitable+opportunity+that+was+offered+



by+a+third+party+who+was+ignorant+of+the+partnership.++Furthermore,+the+duty+of+
loyalty+was+breached+where+the+partner+appropriated+to+himself,+a+benefit+arising,+
from+his+status+as+a+partner+without+allowing+his+coQpartner+an+opportunity+to+
compete.+
+
In+Graubard+Mollen+Dannett+&+Horowitz+v.+Moscovitz+(86+N.Y.2d,+653+N.E.2d+1179),+a+
1995+case+regarding+a+law+firm+suing+withdrawing+partners,+the+law+firm+brought+an+
action+against+withdrawing+partners+to+recover+for+fraud,+breach+of+contract,+breach+
of+fiduciary+duty,+and+unjust+enrichment+in+connection+with+partners’+withdrawal+
from+firm+and+continuing+representation+of+firm’s+former+clients.++The+court+stated+
that+“ideally,+departing+partners’+actions+to+inform+firm+clients+with+whom+they+have+
a+prior+professional+relationship+with+about+their+impending+withdrawal+and+new+
practice,+and+to+remind+the+client+of+their+freedom+to+retain+counsel+of+their+choice+
will+take+place+only+after+notice+to+the+firm+of+the+partner’s+plans+to+leave.”++
The+Court+continued+by+stating+that:+“secretly+attempting+to+lure+firm+clients+even+
those+the+partner+has+brought+into+the+firm+and+personally+represented+to+the+new+
association,+lying+to+partners+about+their+rights+with+respect+to+the+choice+of+counsel,+
lying+to+clients+about+plans+to+leave,+abandoning+the+firm+on+short+notice,+taking+
clients+files,+would+not+be+consistent+with+partner’s+fiduciary+duties.”+
+
In+Gibbs+v.+Breed,+Abbot,+&+Morgan,+et+al.+++(271+A.D.2d+180),+a+lawsuit+was+brought+
by+two+departing+partners+to+recover+sums+allegedly+due+them+pursuant+to+a+
partnership+agreement,+with+the+law+firm+counterclaiming+for+breach+of+fiduciary+
duties.++In+this+case+the+Supreme+Court+Appellate+Division+held+that+the+partners+did+
not+breach+any+duty+owed+to+the+firm+when+they+took+their+desk+files+with+them.+
However,+partners+breached+their+fiduciary+duties+by+supplying+their+new+employers+
with+confidential+information+about+the+firm’s+employees.+The+court+explained+that+
when+they+took+their+desk+files+with+them+upon+accepting+employment+with+another+
firm+the+desk+files+comprised+of+duplicate+material+maintained+in+individual+client+
files.+“The+partnership+agreement+in+this+case+was+silent+as+to+these+documents+and+
removal+was+common+practice+for+departing+attorneys.”++Furthermore+the+Court+
stated+that+“preQwithdrawal+recruitment+is+generally+allowed,+however+only+after+the+
firm+has+been+given+notice+of+the+lawyer’s+intention+to+withdraw.+
+
Most+ethics+opinions+say+that+there+should+be+a+joint+notice+by+the+departing+
attorney+and+the+firm+he/she+is+leaving+to+clients.+++
+



Be+careful+to+read+guidance+about+soliciting+clients+before+giving+notice+and+before+
leaving+prior+employment.+
+
Be+careful+about+taking+files.++The+file+follows+the+client+i.e.+see+Breed+Abbot+and+
other+guidance.+
+
Remember+a+firm+may+not+restrict+the+rights+of+a+lawyer+to+practice+after+termination+
of+the+relationship+except+in+certain+circumstances+upon+retirement.+
++
These+rules+likely+apply+not+just+to+partners+but+also+to+associates.+
+

c. Leaving+Other+Employment+
See+Rules+of+Professional+Conduct+Rule+1.11+and+1.12:++
1.11%SPECIAL%CONFLICTS%OF%INTEREST%FOR%FORMER%AND%CURRENT%GOVERNMENT%
OFFICERS%AND%EMPLOYEES%
(a)%Except%as%law%may%otherwise%expressly%provide,%a%lawyer%who%has%formerly%
served%as%a%public%officer%or%employee%of%the%government:%
(1)%shall%comply%with%Rule%1.9(c);%and%
(2)%shall%not%represent%a%client%in%connection%with%a%matter%in%which%the%lawyer%
participated%personally%and%substantially%as%a%public%officer%or%employee,%unless%
the%appropriate%government%agency%gives%its%informed%consent,%confirmed%in%
writing,%to%the%representation.%This%provision%shall%not%apply%to%matters%governed%
by%Rule%1.12(a).%
(b)%When%a%lawyer%is%disqualified%from%representation%under%paragraph%(a),%no%
lawyer%in%a%firm%with%which%that%lawyer%is%associated%may%knowingly%undertake%or%
continue%representation%in%such%a%matter%unless:%
(1)%the%firm%acts%promptly%and%reasonably%to:%
(i)%notify,%as%appropriate,%lawyers%and%nonlawyer%personnel%within%the%firm%that%
the%personally%disqualified%lawyer%is%prohibited%from%participating%in%the%
representation%of%the%current%client;%
(ii)%implement%effective%screening%procedures%to%prevent%the%flow%of%information%
about%the%matter%between%the%personally%disqualified%lawyer%and%the%others%in%the%
firm;%
(iii)%ensure%that%the%disqualified%lawyer%is%apportioned%no%part%of%the%fee%
therefrom;%and%
(iv)%give%written%notice%to%the%appropriate%government%agency%to%
enable%it%to%ascertain%compliance%with%the%provisions%of%this%Rule;%and%



(2)%there%are%no%other%circumstances%in%the%particular%representation%that%create%an%
appearance%of%impropriety.%
(c)%Except%as%law%may%otherwise%expressly%provide,%a%lawyer%having%information%
that%the%lawyer%knows%is%confidential%government%information%about%a%person,%
acquired%when%the%lawyer%was%a%public%officer%or%employee,%may%not%represent%a%
private%client%whose%interests%are%adverse%to%that%person%in%a%matter%in%which%the%
information%could%be%used%to%the%material%disadvantage%of%that%person.%As%used%in%
this%Rule,%the%term%“confidential%government%information”%means%information%that%
has%been%obtained%under%governmental%authority%and%that,%at%the%time%this%Rule%is%
applied,%the%government%is%prohibited%by%law%from%disclosing%to%the%public%or%has%a%
legal%privilege%not%to%disclose,%and%that%is%not%otherwise%available%to%the%public.%A%
firm%with%which%that%lawyer%is%associated%may%undertake%or%continue%
representation%in%the%matter%only%if%the%disqualified%lawyer%is%timely%and%
effectively%screened%from%any%participation%in%the%matter%in%accordance%with%the%
provisions%of%paragraph%(b).%
(d)%Except%as%law%may%otherwise%expressly%provide,%a%lawyer%currently%serving%as%a%
public%officer%or%employee%shall%not:%
(1)%participate%in%a%matter%in%which%the%lawyer%participated%personally%and%
substantially%while%in%private%practice%or%nongovernmental%employment,%unless%
under%applicable%law%no%one%is,%or%by%lawful%delegation%may%be,%authorized%to%act%
in%the%lawyer’s%stead%in%the%matter;%or%
(2)%negotiate%for%private%employment%with%any%person%who%is%involved%as%a%party%
or%as%lawyer%for%a%party%in%a%matter%in%which%the%lawyer%is%participating%personally%
and%substantially.%
(e)%As%used%in%this%Rule,%the%term%“matter”%as%defined%in%Rule%1.0(l)%does%not%
include%or%apply%to%agency%rulemaking%functions.%
(f)%A%lawyer%who%holds%public%office%shall%not:%
(1)%use%the%public%position%to%obtain,%or%attempt%to%obtain,%a%special%advantage%in%
legislative%matters%for%the%lawyer%or%for%a%client%under%circumstances%where%the%
lawyer%knows%or%it%is%obvious%that%such%action%is%not%in%the%public%interest;%
(2)%use%the%public%position%to%influence,%or%attempt%to%influence,%a%tribunal%to%act%in%
favor%of%the%lawyer%or%of%a%client;%or%
(3)%accept%anything%of%value%from%any%person%when%the%lawyer%knows%or%it%is%
obvious%that%the%offer%is%for%the%purpose%of%influencing%the%lawyer’s%action%as%a%
public%official.%



%

1.12%SPECIFIC%CONFLICTS%OF%INTEREST%FOR%FORMER%JUDGES,%ARBITRATORS,%
MEDIATORS%OR%OTHER%THIRD`PARTY%NEUTRALS%
(a)%A%lawyer%shall%not%accept%private%employment%in%a%matter%upon%the%merits%of%
which%the%lawyer%has%acted%in%a%judicial%capacity.%
(b)%Except%as%stated%in%paragraph%(e),%and%unless%all%parties%to%the%proceeding%give%
informed%consent,%confirmed%in%writing,%a%lawyer%shall%not%represent%anyone%in%
connection%with%a%matter%in%which%the%lawyer%participated%personally%and%
substantially%as:%
(1)%an%arbitrator,%mediator%or%other%third`party%neutral;%or%
(2)%a%law%clerk%to%a%judge%or%other%adjudicative%officer%or%an%arbitrator,%mediator%or%
other%third`party%neutral.%
(c)%A%lawyer%shall%not%negotiate%for%employment%with%any%person%who%is%involved%
as%a%party%or%as%lawyer%for%a%party%in%a%matter%in%which%the%lawyer%is%participating%
personally%and%substantially%as%a%judge%or%other%adjudicative%officer%or%as%an%
arbitrator,%mediator%or%other%third`party%neutral.%
(d)%When%a%lawyer%is%disqualified%from%representation%under%this%Rule,%no%lawyer%in%
a%firm%with%which%that%lawyer%is%associated%may%knowingly%undertake%or%continue%
representation%in%such%a%matter%unless:%
(1)%the%firm%acts%promptly%and%reasonably%to:%
(i)%notify,%as%appropriate,%lawyers%and%nonlawyer%personnel%within%the%firm%that%
the%personally%disqualified%lawyer%is%prohibited%from%participating%in%the%
representation%of%the%current%client;%
(ii)%implement%effective%screening%procedures%to%prevent%the%flow%of%information%
about%the%matter%between%the%personally%disqualified%lawyer%and%the%others%in%the%
firm;%
(iii)%ensure%that%the%disqualified%lawyer%is%apportioned%no%part%of%the%fee%
therefrom;%and%
(iv)%give%written%notice%to%the%parties%and%any%appropriate%tribunal%to%enable%it%to%
ascertain%compliance%with%the%provisions%of%this%Rule;%and%
(2)%there%are%no%other%circumstances%in%the%particular%representation%that%create%an%
appearance%of%impropriety.%
(e)%An%arbitrator%selected%as%a%partisan%of%a%party%in%a%multimember%arbitration%
panel%is%not%prohibited%from%subsequently%representing%that%party.%



%

%
+

2. Business+Plan+
+
III. Your+Professional+Identity+

1. Ethical+Considerations+of+Naming+your+Practice+
RULE%7.4:%IDENTIFICATION%OF%PRACTICE%AND%SPECIALTY%
(a)%A%lawyer%or%law%firm%may%publicly%identify%one%or%more%areas%of%
law%in%which%the%lawyer%or%the%law%firm%practices,%or%may%state%that%
the%practice%of%the%lawyer%or%law%firm%is%limited%to%one%or%more%areas%
of%law,%provided%that%the%lawyer%or%law%firm%shall%not%state%that%the%
lawyer%or%law%firm%is%a%specialist%or%specializes%in%a%particular%field%of%
law,%except%as%provided%in%Rule%7.4(c).%
(b)%A%lawyer%admitted%to%engage%in%patent%practice%before%the%
United%States%Patent%and%Trademark%Office%may%use%the%designation%
“Patent%Attorney”%or%a%substantially%similar%designation.%
(c)%A%lawyer%may%state%that%the%lawyer%has%been%recognized%or%
certified%as%a%specialist%only%as%follows:%
(1)%A%lawyer%who%is%certified%as%a%specialist%in%a%particular%area%of%law%
or%law%practice%by%a%private%organization%approved%for%that%purpose%
by%the%American%Bar%Association%may%state%the%fact%of%certification%
if,%in%%conjunction%therewith,%the%certifying%organization%is%identified%
and%the%following%statement%is%prominently%made:%“The%[name%of%
the%private%certifying%organization]%is%not%affiliated%with%any%
governmental%authority.;”%
(2)%A%lawyer%who%is%certified%as%a%specialist%in%a%particular%area%of%law%
or%law%practice%by%the%authority%having%jurisdiction%over%
specialization%under%the%laws%of%another%state%or%territory%may%state%
the%fact%of%certification%if,%in%conjunction%therewith,%the%certifying%
state%or%territory%is%identified%and%the%following%statement%is%
prominently%made:%“Certification%granted%by%the%[identify%state%or%
territory]%is%not%recognized%by%any%governmental%authority%within%
the%State%of%New%York.”%
+



%

RULE%7.5:%
PROFESSIONAL%NOTICES,%LETTERHEADS%AND%SIGNS%
(a)%A%lawyer%or%law%firm%may%use%internet%web%sites,%professional%
cards,%professional%announcement%cards,%office%signs,%letterheads%or%
similar%professional%notices%or%devices,%provided%the%same%do%not%
violate%any%statute%or%court%rule%and%are%in%accordance%with%Rule%7.1,%
including%the%following:%
(1)%a%professional%card%of%a%lawyer%identifying%the%lawyer%by%name%
and%as%a%lawyer,%and%giving%addresses,%telephone%numbers,%the%
name%of%the%law%firm,%and%any%information%permitted%under%Rule%
7.1(b)%or%Rule%7.4.%A%professional%card%of%a%law%firm%may%also%give%
the%names%of%members%and%associates;%
(2)%a%professional%announcement%card%stating%new%or%changed%
associations%or%addresses,%change%of%firm%name,%or%similar%matters%
pertaining%to%the%professional%offices%of%a%lawyer%or%law%firm%or%any%
nonlegal%business%conducted%by%the%lawyer%or%law%firm%pursuant%to%
Rule%5.7.%It%may%state%biographical%data,%the%names%of%members%of%
the%firm%and%associates,%and%the%names%and%dates%of%predecessor%
firms%in%a%continuing%line%of%succession.%It%may%state%the%nature%of%
the%legal%practice%if%permitted%under%Rule%7.4;%
(3)%a%sign%in%or%near%the%office%and%in%the%building%directory%
identifying%the%law%office%and%any%nonlegal%business%conducted%by%
the%lawyer%or%law%firm%pursuant%to%Rule%5.7.%The%sign%may%state%the%
nature%of%the%legal%practice%if%permitted%under%Rule%7.4;%or%
(4)%a%letterhead%identifying%the%lawyer%by%name%and%as%a%lawyer,%and%
giving%addresses,%telephone%numbers,%the%name%of%the%law%firm,%
associates%and%any%information%permitted%under%Rule%7.1(b)%or%Rule%
7.4.%A%letterhead%of%a%law%firm%may%also%give%the%names%of%members%
and%associates,%and%names%and%dates%relating%to%deceased%and%
retired%members.%A%lawyer%or%law%firm%may%be%designated%“Of%
Counsel”%on%a%letterhead%if%there%is%a%continuing%relationship%with%a%
lawyer%or%law%firm,%other%than%as%a%partner%or%associate.%A%lawyer%or%
law%firm%may%be%designated%as%“General%Counsel”%or%by%similar%
professional%reference%on%stationery%of%a%client%if%the%lawyer%or%the%
firm%devotes%a%substantial%amount%of%professional%time%in%the%



representation%of%that%client.%The%letterhead%of%a%law%firm%may%give%
the%names%and%dates%of%predecessor%firms%in%a%continuing%line%of%
succession.%
(b)%A%lawyer%in%private%practice%shall%not%practice%under%a%trade%
name,%a%name%that%is%misleading%as%to%the%identity%of%the%lawyer%or%
lawyers%practicing%under%such%name,%or%a%firm%name%containing%
names%other%than%those%of%one%or%more%of%the%lawyers%in%the%firm,%
except%that%the%name%of%a%professional%corporation%shall%contain%
“PC”%or%such%symbols%permitted%by%law,%the%name%of%a%limited%
liability%company%or%partnership%shall%contain%
“LLC,”%“LLP”%or%such%symbols%permitted%by%law%and,%if%otherwise%
lawful,%a%firm%may%use%as,%or%continue%to%include%in%its%name%the%
name%or%names%of%one%or%more%deceased%or%retired%members%of%the%
firm%or%of%a%predecessor%firm%in%a%continuing%line%of%succession.%Such%
terms%as%“legal%clinic,”%“legal%aid,”%“legal%service%office,”%“legal%
assistance%office,”%“defender%office”%and%the%like%may%be%used%only%
by%qualified%legal%assistance%organizations,%except%that%the%term%
“legal%clinic”%may%be%used%by%any%lawyer%or%law%firm%provided%the%
name%of%a%participating%lawyer%or%firm%is%incorporated%therein.%A%
lawyer%or%law%firm%may%not%include%the%name%of%a%nonlawyer%in%its%
firm%name,%nor%may%a%lawyer%or%law%firm%that%has%a%contractual%
relationship%with%a%nonlegal%professional%or%nonlegal%professional%
service%firm%pursuant%to%Rule%5.8%to%provide%legal%and%other%
professional%services%on%a%systematic%and%continuing%basis%include%in%
its%firm%name%the%name%of%the%nonlegal%professional%service%firm%or%
any%individual%nonlegal%professional%affiliated%therewith.%A%lawyer%
who%assumes%a%judicial,%legislative%or%public%executive%or%
administrative%post%or%office%shall%not%permit%the%lawyer’s%name%to%
remain%in%the%name%of%a%law%firm%or%to%be%used%in%professional%
notices%of%the%firm%during%any%significant%period%in%which%the%lawyer%
is%not%actively%and%regularly%practicing%law%as%a%member%of%the%firm%
and,%during%such%period,%other%members%of%the%firm%shall%not%use%the%
lawyer’s%name%in%the%firm%name%or%in%professional%notices%of%the%
firm.%
(c)%Lawyers%shall%not%hold%themselves%out%as%having%a%partnership%
with%one%or%more%other%lawyers%unless%they%are%in%fact%partners.%
(d)%A%partnership%shall%not%be%formed%or%continued%between%or%
among%lawyers%licensed%in%different%jurisdictions%unless%all%



enumerations%of%the%members%and%associates%of%the%firm%on%its%
letterhead%and%in%other%permissible%listings%make%clear%the%
jurisdictional%limitations%on%those%members%and%associates%of%the%
firm%not%licensed%to%practice%in%all%listed%jurisdictions;%however,%the%
same%firm%name%may%be%used%in%each%jurisdiction.%
(e)%A%lawyer%or%law%firm%may%utilize%a%domain%name%for%an%internet%
web%site%that%does%not%include%the%name%of%the%lawyer%or%law%firm%
provided:%
(1)%all%pages%of%the%web%site%clearly%and%conspicuously%include%the%
actual%name%of%the%lawyer%or%law%firm;%
(2)%the%lawyer%or%law%firm%in%no%way%attempts%to%engage%in%the%
practice%of%law%using%the%domain%name;%
(3)%the%domain%name%does%not%imply%an%ability%to%obtain%results%in%a%
matter;%and%
(4)%the%domain%name%does%not%otherwise%violate%these%Rules.%
(f)%A%lawyer%or%law%firm%may%utilize%a%telephone%number%which%
contains%a%domain%name,%nickname,%moniker%or%motto%that%does%not%
otherwise%violate%these%Rules.%

+

+
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Type of Entity 
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• Sole Proprietorship 
 

• Separate Entities 
•  C Corp 
•  Sub S Corp 
•  LLC 
•  Professional Corporation 

The rule is local 
on the page 
and moved up 
and down by 
using the arrow 
keys 
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Reporting Requirements 
 

Sole Proprietor – Schedule C 

•  Part of individual tax return 

•  No separate tax filing  

C Corp 

•  File Articles of Incorporation 

•  File Form 1120 
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Limited Liability Company 

•  Flow-through to individual tax return  
•  Schedule E 

•  File Articles of Organization 

Sub S Corp 

•  File Articles of Incorporation 

•  File Form 1120S 

The rule is on 
the master and 
should stay in 
the same place.  

Comparitive Advantages/Disadvantages 
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Limited Liability Company 

•  Flow-through taxation 

•  Limited Liability 

•  Income subject to SE tax 

S Corp 

•  Flow-through taxation 

•  Additional filing requirements 

•  Liability limited to S/H capital 
contribution 

•  No SE tax on ordinary income 

The rule is local 
on the page but 
should stay in 
the same place. 

The highlighted 
bullet should be 
made orange 
manually. Make 
sure the gray 
arrow pointer 
on the gray box 
points to it. 
 
To move the 
gray arrow 
pointer, click 
twice on it to 
select it, then 
use the arrow 
keys to move it 
up or down. 

Sole Proprietor – Schedule C 

•  No extra filing requirements 

•  Unlimited Liability 

C Corp 

•  Entity subject to tax 

•  Additional filing requirements 

•  Liability limited to S/H capital 
contribution 
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Deductibility of Fees 
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Legal fees are deductible by individual clients when: 

•  Fees are related to producing or collecting taxable 
income or getting advice 
•  Subject to 2%-of-adjusted-gross-income limit 

 

Business clients may deduct fees in the normal 
course of business as long as they are ordinary and 
necessary expenses 

The highlighted 
bullet should be 
made orange 
manually. Make 
sure the gray 
arrow pointer 
on the gray box 
points to it. 
 
To move the 
gray arrow 
pointer, click 
twice on it to 
select it, then 
use the arrow 
keys to move it 
up or down. 

Employee Related Issues 
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•  Withholding 

•  FICA 

•  Workers Comp 

•  Disability 

 

The highlighted 
bullet should be 
made orange 
manually. Make 
sure the gray 
arrow pointer 
on the gray box 
points to it. 
 
To move the 
gray arrow 
pointer, click 
twice on it to 
select it, then 
use the arrow 
keys to move it 
up or down. 
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Retirement Plans 
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The highlighted 
bullet should be 
made orange 
manually. Make 
sure the gray 
arrow pointer 
on the gray box 
points to it. 
 
To move the 
gray arrow 
pointer, click 
twice on it to 
select it, then 
use the arrow 
keys to move it 
up or down. 

 

•  SEP Plans 

•  SIMPLE Plans 

•  Qualified Plans 
•  Keogh 
•  401(k) 

 



The$5C’s$of$Choosing$Office$Space$

COST$

% Pros% Cons%
Home%Office% • No$office$rent$

• Possible$home$office$tax$deduction$
• No$commuting$costs$
• Free$or$low?cost$meeting$spaces$available$

through$virtual$office$companies$and$bar$
associations$

• Possible$reduction$or$elimination$of$
daycare$costs$when$kids$are$involved$

$

• You$bear$the$full$cost$of$office$equipment$like$
copiers,$scanners,$internet,$etc.;$or$

• You$pay$expensive$services$like$Staples$or$
Kinkos$to$copy$and$scan$

• Depending$on$frequency$of$meeting$clients$
outside$the$home$office,$renting$conference$
rooms$can$quickly$become$costly$

$

Virtual%Office%(Regus,%
etc.)%

• Flexibility—pay$according$to$your$usage$
• No$monthly$rent/reasonable$monthly$rent$

if$you$occupy$an$office$fulltime$at$the$
virtual$office$location$

o Different$“packages”$often$
available$depending$on$your$needs$

• “Prestige”$address$for$low$cost$
• “Fancy”$common$space,$conference$and$

meeting$rooms$for$low$cost$
$

• Some$companies$“nickel$and$dime”$for$every$
service$or$amenity$

o Beware$20%$premium$on$postage,$
supplies,$etc.$

o Use$of$staff$billed$in$15$min.$increments$
• Frequent$use$could$cost$more$than$permanent$

office$space$

Sharing%with%other%
attorneys%(as%well%as%
non?attorneys)%

• Ability$to$share$common$charges$like$
copier,$internet,$receptionist,$office$
supplies,$water,$etc.$

• Annual$leases$or$even$month?to?month$
often$available$

• Possible$referrals,$per$diem/overflow$
work$from$suitemates$could$offset$costs$

• Beware$of$“hidden”$charges:$some$office$suites$
charge$for$property$taxes,$porter’s$wages,$
annual$maintenance/service$fees$for$air$
conditioning,$office$equipment,$etc.,$on$top$of$
base$rent$

• Rent$subject$to$change$annually$
• You$pay$whether$you$need$the$space$full$time$or$

not$
• 2?month$or$more$security$deposit$often$required$
$

The$5C’s$of$Choosing$Office$Space$

CREDIBILITY$

% %

% Pros% Cons%
Home%Office% • At$best,$people$won’t$think$much$about$

it,$either$way$
• For$established$attorneys,$especially$older$

ones,$a$home$office$may$not$reflect$
negatively$at$all$

• Worst$lawyer$at$a$prestigious$address$gets$more$
credibility$than$the$best$lawyer$with$a$home$
address.$Fair?$No.$True?$Too$often,$yes.$

• People$may$wonder$about$how$successful$you$
are$if$you$“have”$to$work$out$of$your$home$

$
Virtual%Office%(Regus,%
etc.)%

• Clients$will$see$a$“prestigious”$street$
address,$which$lends$to$credibility$

• More$possible$than$a$home$office$to$
create$the$“illusion”$of$a$permanent$
office$space$

• Common$areas$are$often$very$nicely$
appointed$

• Receptionist$to$greet$guests,$answer$your$
phone,$etc.$

$

• If$a$client$“discovers”$that$you’re$using$a$virtual$
office$when$the$“illusion”$has$been$that$you$
have$a$full$time$office,$it$could$test$their$
confidence$in$you$

• Unfairly,$it$can$create$the$impression$that$you’re$
somehow$less$of$a$lawyer$or$less$financially$
stable/less$rooted$

$

Sharing%with%other%
attorneys%(as%well%as%
non?attorneys)%

• A$full$time$office$in$a$suite$of$other$
professionals$bolsters$the$notion$that$
you,$too,$are$a$professional$

• Receptionist$to$greet$guests,$answer$your$
phone,$etc.$

• More$flexibility$with$scheduling$
appointments,$as$opposed$to$virtual$
offices$where$it$might$be$hard$to$reserve$
space$

• A$poorly$run$office$suite,$with$unprofessional$
receptionists$and$poor$cleaning$crews$can$
negatively$impact$your$reputation$and$image,$
and$it’s$largely$beyond$your$control$to$fix$it$

• If$you$have$a$small$budget$and$can$only$afford$
space$in$a$less$desirable/fashionable$part$of$
town,$that$can$negatively$affect$the$image$
people$have$of$you$before$they$ever$contact$
you$

$



The$5C’s$of$Choosing$Office$Space$

CLIENTS%
% Pros% Cons%
Home%Office% • Some$practice$areas$require$little$or$no$client$

contact$(i.e.,$appellate$work,$real$estate);$any$client$

meetings$can$be$held$elsewhere,$such$as$a$virtual$

office$space$or$bar$association$

• An$established$attorney$with$

steady/repeat/ongoing$clients$will$not$likely$be$

affected$by$moving$into$a$home$office$

• A$certain$type$of$client$may$think$and$like$the$idea$

that$your$rates$might$be$lower$because$you$don’t$

have$to$pay$for$an$office$(but$also$a$con!)$

• Some$clients$might$be$reluctant$to$come$to$a$

home$office$for$a$variety$of$reasons$

• Your$house$may$not$be$laid$out$in$a$way$that$is$

conducive$to$hosting$clients$in$a$professional?

feeling$environment$

• Depending$on$the$practice$area,$it$may$be$

unwise$or$even$unsafe$to$have$clients$in$for$

meetings$(i.e.,$domestic$and$criminal$law)$

• A$residential$sounding$address$might$turn$off$

potential$clients$from$the$get?go$

• Lack$of$receptionist$to$greet$guests$

• Getting$to$your$office$might$be$inconvenient,$

depending$on$location,$public$transportation,$

etc.$

$

Virtual%Office%
(Regus,%etc.)%

• Projects$a$professional$appearance$

• Convenient$locations$(many$companies$allow$you$

to$use$multiple$locations$for$client$meetings)$

• Receptionist$to$greet$guests/answer$phone$calls$

• $Can$create$the$illusion$of$a$full$time$office$

$

• You$might$not$be$able$to$reserve$meeting$

space$on$days$and$times$that$are$convenient$

for$your$clients—especially$after$hours$and$on$

weekends$

• Now$and$again$a$client$might$ask$to$see$your$

actual$office$and$it’s$awkward$to$say$no.$

$

Sharing%with%
other%attorneys%
(as%well%as%non?
attorneys)%

• Potentially$great$source$for$referrals$from$others$

• Projects$a$professional$appearance$

• Receptionist$to$greet$guests/answer$phone$calls$

• Full$time$space$allows$you$to$meet$clients$at$any$

time$convenient$to$them$

• Ability$to$refer$clients$to$suitemates$able$to$help$

them$in$different$areas$

• Potential$confidentiality$issues$

• Potential$conflict$issues$

• Potential$ethical$issues$in$general$$

The$5C’s$of$Choosing$Office$Space$

CAMARADERIE%

%
%
%
%
%
%

% Pros% Cons%
Home%Office% • No$office$politics$

• No$intra?office$competitors$
$

• Can$be$isolating$
• Harder$to$bounce$ideas$off$of$or$discuss$issues$

with$other$attorneys$
• Missed$opportunity$to$learn$from$more$

experienced$colleagues$
$

Virtual%Office%(Regus,%
etc.)%

• See$“home$office”$pros$
• Possibility$of$meeting$attorneys$and$other$

professionals$who$use$the$same$service$
$

• See$“home$office”$cons$

Sharing%with%other%
attorneys%(as%well%as%
non?attorneys)%

• Ability$to$learn$from$and$bounce$ideas$off$
of$seasoned$colleagues$

• Ability$to$get$and/or$refer$work$from/to$
colleagues$

• Socializing$with$other$professionals$
• Sharing$resources$like$law$books,$etc.$
$

• Possible$confidentiality$and$conflict$issues$
• Possible$office$politics$
• Possible$intra?office$competitors$
• Personality$conflicts$$



The$5C’s$of$Choosing$Office$Space$

CONVENIENCE%
% Pros% Cons%
Home%Office% • No$commute$

• Work$in$your$pajamas$
• Watch$The$Price$is$Right$
• Cheap$lunch$and$coffee$
• Daycare$if$children$are$involved$
• Ability$to$have$maximum$flexibility$re:$working$

hours$
$

• Work$in$your$pajamas$
• Watch$The$Price$is$Right$
• No$one$to$answer$phones$and$similar$tasks$
• Must$use$outside$service$for$printing,$copying,$

etc.,$unless$you$have$your$own$equipment$($)$
• Possible$extra$work$and$charges$for$

Fedex/UPS$pickups,$messenger$services,$etc.$
• Line$between$work$and$personal$life$may$blur$
• Witnesses$and$notaries$difficult$to$obtain$if$

routinely$needed$(estate$planning,$etc.)$
$

Virtual%Office%
(Regus,%etc.)%

• Staff$available$to$answer$phones,$sort$mail,$post$
envelopes$and$packages,$greet$guests,$etc.,$as$
part$of$the$package$and/or$on$an$as?needed$
basis$

• Pay$only$for$what$you$need$
• Copiers$and$other$office$equipment$usually$

available$for$use$
$

• Witnesses/notaries$may$not$be$available$
• Meeting$space$may$be$limited$
• Possible$difficulty$in$transferring$phone$

number$to$a$permanent$or$home$office$later$
• Tasks$like$staff$ordering$lunch,$getting$coffee,$

or$escorting$a$client$to$your$meeting$$room$
can$cost$a$lot$

• You$have$to$transport$your$computer$and$
client$files$every$time$you$use$the$office$

$
Sharing%with%other%
attorneys%(as%well%
as%non?attorneys)%

• Staff$available$to$answer$phones,$sort$mail,$post$
envelopes$and$packages,$greet$guests,$etc.,$as$
part$of$the$package$and/or$on$an$as?needed$basis$

• Copiers$and$other$equipment$available$for$use$
• Full$time$space,$so$meeting$clients$is$easy$
• Witnesses$and$notaries$generally$available$
• Access$to$internet,$phone$system,$etc.$

• The$daily$commute$
• $Possibly$limited$ability$to$change$or$improve$

commonly$shared$services,$supplies,$etc.$
• Conversely,$services$and$supplies$you$like$

might$be$changed$without$notice$
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!

HELPFUL'TIPS'FOR'THE'HOME'OFFICE'ATTORNEY'
!

1. Generally!speaking,!have!a!practice!that!requires!little!client!contact.!

2. Keep!regular!office!hours.!They!need!not!be!the!traditional!9!to!5,!but!try!
to!have!some!regularity!to!when!you!are!“at!work”!and!when!you!are!“at!
home.”!

3. Keep!background!household!noises!to!a!minimum!when!on!the!phone!or!
meeting!with!a!client!at!your!home.!!

4. Keep!your!home!life!and!your!office!life!separate.!

5. Meet!clients!elsewhere!if!possible.!Not!only!might!you!not!be!
comfortable!having!clients!into!your!home,!your!clients!might!not!be!
comfortable!coming!into!your!home.!

6. When!you’re!not!working,!stay!out!of!the!office.!

7. Don’t!become!a!hermit.!Make!an!effort!to!get!out,!even!if!just!to!have!
coffee!with!another!attorney.!

!
!
!
! !



!

!

HELPFUL'TIPS'FOR'THE'VIRTUAL'OFFICE'ATTORNEY'
!
1. If!you!are!renting!an!office!space!(as!opposed!to!a!conference!room)!to!

meet!a!client,!even!if!just!for!an!hour,!try!to!personalize!it.!Put!your!laptop!
and!some!legal!pads!on!the!desk.!Spread!some!papers!around.!Perhaps!
even!carry!around!a!couple!knickTknacks!or!framed!photos!or!a!decorative!
business!card!holder.!

2. Use!a!“cloud”!file!storage!service!so!your!files!are!with!you!wherever!you!
go.!(This!is!also!advisable!for!the!home!office!and!permanent!office!
attorney.)!

3. Subscribe!to!a!fax!service!like!eTfax!so!you!are!not!dependent!on!being!at!
the!office!in!order!to!send!or!receive!a!fax.!

4. Monitor!your!usage!of!the!virtual!space,!as!well!as!the!addTons.!Review!total!
virtual!office!charges!every!few!months!to!determine!whether!or!not!it!is!
still!more!economical!to!maintain!a!virtual!office.!

5. Beware!of!the!hidden!“incidental”/!“addTon”!costs;!they!can!really!add!up.!

6. A!virtual!office!might!not!be!suitable!if!you!regularly!need!notary!services!or!
subscribing!witnesses,!etc.!Even!if!other!professionals!are!around,!they’re!
renting!space!by!the!hour,!too,!and!don’t!want!to!spend!the!time!witnessing!
a!will!signing!ceremony,!for!example.!Staff!usually!cannot!leave!their!post.!

7. Make!sure!space!is!available!for!reservation!before!confirming!the!
appointment!with!the!client.!
!
! !



!

!

HELPFUL'TIPS'FOR'THE'ATTORNEY''
SHARING'OFFICE'SPACE'

'
1. Evaluate!from!time!to!time!whether!a!full!time!office!is!the!most!suitable!

and!economical!environment!for!your!needs.!

2. Get!to!know!your!office!mates.!They!might!be!good!sources!of!
knowledge,!new!clients,!and!additional!work!(but!be!mindful!of!ethical!
issues!and!risk!of!imputation).!

3. Have!a!written!Office!Sharing!Agreement.!

4. Again,!be!mindful!of!all!the!ethical!considerations!and!potential!pitfalls.!

5. Be!respectful!of!others’!property!and!space.!
6. When!hunting!for!an!appropriate!space,!or!contemplating!moving!

offices,!use!your!many!professional!contacts!to!inquire!about!possible!
space.!

7. One!last!time:!be!mindful!of!all!the!ethical!considerations!and!potential!
pitfalls.!



!

!

ETHICAL(CONSIDERATIONS(IN(SHARING(OFFICE(SPACE(
!
Generally!speaking,!non0affiliated!attorneys!can!share!office!space,!provided!certain!steps!
are!taken!to!comply!with!ethics!rules.!Additionally,!attorneys!can!share!office!space!with!
certain!non0attorney!professionals,!per!RPC!5.8,!with!some!limitations.!
!
Division(of(Fees/Fee(Splitting(
!
RPC!1.5(g)!prohibits!division!of!fees!between!lawyers!not!in!the!same!firm!unless!the!client!
consents,!the!division!is!reasonable,!and!the!total!fee!is!reasonable.!Concerns!have!been!
raised!in!some!jurisdictions!that!office!sharing!arrangements!may!suggest!an!improper!
division!of!fees.!Flat!payment!schedules!for!facilities,!equipment,!and!salaries!of!personnel!
that!do!not!vary!with!the!cash!flow!of!the!respective!practices!will!ensure!that!no!such!
objection!can!reasonably!be!raised.!
!
RPC!5.4(a)!prohibits!attorneys!from!splitting!fees!with!non0attorneys!except!in!very!limited!
circumstances,!such!as!paying!non0attorney!employees!for!services!rendered!or!paying!a!
deceased!attorney’s!estate!for!work!done!on!behalf!of!the!deceased!attorney.!
!
Also,!per!RPC!7.2,!lawyers!are!prohibited!from!paying!for!referrals.!This!applies!to!paying!for!
referrals!from!lawyers!and!nonlawyers!alike.!When!sharing!office!space,!especially!with!non0
attorneys,!it!is!important!for!an!attorney!not!to!pay!costs!and!expenses!disproportionate!to!
those!actually!incurred!because!it!can!look!like!a!way!of!arranging!for!a!disguised!referral!
fee.!!
!
Client(Confidentiality(
!
When!lawyers!not!practicing!together!operate!in!close!proximity,!particular!care!must!be!
taken!to!protect!the!confidentiality!of!client!information.!Confidential!files!must!not!be!left!
in!any!place!where!your!office/suitemates!may!find!it.!They!must!be!securely!stored.!This!
applies!as!equally!to!electronic!files.!Wireless!internet!within!a!suite!of!lawyers!can!be!
problematic.!The!best!practice!is!for!each!attorney!to!plug!directly!into!a!local!area!network!
(LAN).!!
!
Here!are!some!tips!for!maintaining!client!confidences!in!a!shared!office!setting:!
!

1. Work!stations,!even!those!in!a!reception!area,!should!be!arranged!so!that!computers!
and!files!are!not!visible!to!third!parties.!

2. Offices,!conference!rooms,!and!work!areas!should!be!designed!to!adequately!
eliminate!the!ability!to!hear!conversations!in!adjacent!rooms.!

3. Conversations!about!client!matters!should!not!occur!in!the!reception!area!or!other!
common!areas.!



!

!

4. Client!files!should!be!stored!in!private,!locked!storage!areas,!and!access!to!those!

areas!should!not!be!shared.!

5. Client!identities!should!be!protected!in!terms!of!physical!proximity!to!common!areas.!

Ideally!a!conference!room!should!not!be!visible!from!the!reception!area.!At!a!

minimum,!blinds!should!be!available!for!any!such!windows.!

6. A!paper!shredder!is!essential.!

!

When!sharing!space!with!non0attorney!professionals,!attorneys!must!take!the!same!steps!to!

protect!client!confidentiality.!Even!in!situations!where!the!non0attorney!professional!

referred!the!client!to!the!attorney,!some!(or!even!most)!of!what!the!client!tells!the!attorney!

must!remain!confidential!and!must!not!be!shared!with!the!referring!non0attorney!

professional.!Such!confidences!should!be!shared!only!with!the!consent!of!the!client,!or!in!

very!limited!situations!where!disclosure!for!a!specific!purpose!would!be!expected.!

!

Conflicts(of(Interest(
!

Comment!2!of!RPC!1.0!state!that!if!unaffiliated!attorneys!present!themselves!to!the!public!in!

a!way!that!suggests!that!they!are!a!firm!or!conduct!themselves!as!a!firm,!they!should!be!

regarded!as!a!firm!for!purposes!of!the!RPCs.!Thus,!all!rules!pertaining!to!conflicts!of!interest!

in!RPC!1.7!and!elsewhere!are!potentially!applicable!to!unaffiliated!attorneys!who!do!not!take!

care!to!not!present!themselves!to!the!public!in!a!misleading!way!(see!“Client!Confusion”,!

below).!!A!critical!factor!in!determining!whether!unaffiliated!attorneys!should!be!treated!as!

a!firm!is!whether!or!not!they!have!mutual!access!to!confidential!information!about!the!

clients!they!serve.!So,!while!it!is!fine!for!attorneys!who!share!office!space!to!occasionally!

consult!or!assist!one!another,!one!must!be!careful!about!sharing!confidential!files!or!

presenting!themselves!to!the!public!as!affiliated.!However,!with!necessary!precautions,!

attorneys!who!share!a!library,!conference!rooms,!office!equipment,!etc.,!may!represent!

clients!with!conflicting!interests.!Further,!if!one!attorney!in!a!shared!space!is!disqualified!

from!representing!a!potential!client!due!to!a!conflict,!it!is!generally!permissible!for!another!

attorney!in!the!office!suite!to!solicit!the!potential!client.!

!

Client(Confusion(
!

As!stated!above,!if!attorneys!hold!themselves!out!to!the!public!as!being!affiliated,!or!create!

a!confusing!impression!about!whether!or!not!they!are!affiliated,!the!actions!of!one!attorney!

may!be!imputed!to!another!non0affiliated!attorney—or!even!to!the!entire!office!suite,!

depending!on!the!circumstances.!Therefore,!it!is!crucial!to!avoid!confusing!the!public!about!

whether!or!not!attorneys!are!in!fact!affiliated.!!

!

It!is!possible!to!be!sued!for!another!lawyer’s!malpractice!unless!each!office!sharer!has!

informed!all!actual!and!potential!clients!that!his!or!her!practice!is!a!separate!professional!

entity.!

!



!

!

RPC!7.1!states!that!a!lawyer!may!not!make!false!or!misleading!communications!about!
services!being!rendered.!RPC!7.5!states!that!lawyers!may!state!or!imply!a!partnership!
practice!or!other!arrangement!only!when!it!is!true.!!
!
Here!are!some!practical!suggestions!for!non0affiliated!lawyers!to!avoid!client!confusion:!!
!

1. Display!separate!name!plates!for!each!lawyer!in!the!suite.!A!best!practice!is!to!also!
include!an!explicit!designation!on!the!office!door,!such!as!“a!sole!practitioner”!or!
“not!a!partnership”.!

2. Letterhead,!business!cards,!invoices,!brochures,!etc.,!should!be!separate!for!each!
attorney.!

3. Separate!telephone!lines!for!each!attorney!is!preferable!to!a!single!line!being!
answered!“Law!offices.”!However,!if!a!single!phone!line!is!used,!be!sure!the!person!
answering!calls!uses!the!plural!of!“office”!not!the!singular.!

4. Engagement!letters!should!state!that!the!lawyer!is!neither!affiliated!with!nor!
responsible!for!other!lawyers.!

5. When!referring!a!client!to!an!office!mate,!be!sure!to!clearly!state,!in!writing!if!
possible,!that!the!office!mate!is!neither!a!partner!nor!a!professional!associate.!The!
best!practice!is!to!also!refer!the!client!to!a!second!attorney!who!is!not!an!office!mate.!

6. Be!mindful!of!confidentiality,!sound!travel,!file!security,!etc.!
7. Have!a!written!office!sharing!agreement,!and!make!sure!all!office!mates!abide!by!its!

terms.!!
8. Be!mindful!of!how!your!name!is!used!in!conjunction!with!an!office!mate,!including!

how!you!introduce!yourselves!to!clients!and!to!the!general!public.!
!
Sharing(Office(Space(with(NonEAttorneys(
!
Some!tips!from!the!comments!to!RPC!5.8:!!
!

1. Lawyers!may!enter!into!interprofessional!contractual!relationships!for!the!systematic!
and!continuing!provision!of!legal!and!nonlegal!professional!services,!provided!the!
nonlegal!professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm!with!which!the!lawyer!or!
law!firm!is!affiliated!does!not!own,!control,!supervise!or!manage,!directly!or!
indirectly,!in!whole!or!in!part,!the!lawyer’s!or!law!firm’s!practice!of!law.!The!nonlegal!
professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm!may!not!play!a!role!in,!for!example,!
(i)!deciding!whether!to!accept!or!terminate!an!engagement!to!provide!legal!services!
in!a!particular!matter!or!to!a!particular!client,!(ii)!determining!the!manner!in!which!
lawyers!are!hired!or!trained,!(iii)!assigning!lawyers!to!handle!particular!matters!or!to!
provide!legal!services!to!particular!clients,!(iv)!deciding!whether!to!undertake!pro!
bono!and!other!public0interest!legal!work,!(v)!making!financial!and!budgetary!
decisions!relating!to!the!legal!practice,!and!(vi)!determining!the!compensation!and!
advancement!of!lawyers!and!of!persons!assisting!lawyers!on!legal!matters.!

!



!

!

2. The!contractual!relationship!permitted!by!Rule!5.8!may!include!the!sharing!of!
premises,!general!overhead!or!administrative!costs!and!services!on!an!arm’s!length!
basis.!!

!
3. A!lawyer!or!law!firm!may!not!include!in!its!firm!name!the!name!of!the!nonlegal!

professional!service!firm!or!any!individual!nonlegal!professional,!enter!into!formal!
partnerships!with!nonlawyers,!or!practice!in!an!organization!authorized!to!practice!
law!for!a!profit!in!which!nonlawyers!own!any!interest.!!

!
4. A!lawyer!or!law!firm!cannot!permit!the!obligation!to!maintain!client!confidences,!as!

required!by!Rule!1.6,!to!be!compromised!by!the!contractual!relationship!or!by!its!
implementation!by!or!on!behalf!of!nonlawyers!involved!in!the!relationship.!

!
5. The!contractual!relationship!between!a!lawyer!and!nonlawyer!may!provide!for!the!

reciprocal!referral!of!clients!by!and!between!the!lawyer!or!law!firm!and!the!nonlegal!
professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm.!The!lawyer!or!law!firm!shall!
observe!the!ethical!standards!of!the!legal!profession!in!verifying!the!competence!of!
the!nonlegal!professional!or!nonlegal!professional!services!firm!to!handle!the!
relevant!affairs!and!interests!of!the!client.!Referrals!should!be!made!only!when!
requested!by!the!client!or!deemed!to!be!reasonably!necessary!to!serve!the!client.!A!
contractual!relationship!may!not!require!referrals!on!an!exclusive!basis.!

!
6. A!contractual!relationship!for!the!provision!of!services!is!permitted!only!if!the!

nonlegal!party!is!a!professional!or!professional!service!firm!meeting!appropriate!
standards!regarding!ethics,!education,!training!and!licensing.!The!Appellate!Divisions!
maintain!a!public!list!of!eligible!professions!at!22!N.Y.C.R.R.!§!1205.5.!

!
! !



!

!

RELEVANT(RPCs(
(

Rule(1.0:(Terminology(
(
Comment![2]:!
!
Whether!two!or!more!lawyers!constitute!a!firm!within!paragraph!(h)!will!depend!on!the!
specific!facts.!For!example,!two!practitioners!who!share!office!space!and!occasionally!
consult!or!assist!each!other!ordinarily!would!not!be!regarded!as!constituting!a!firm.!
However,!if!they!present!themselves!to!the!public!in!a!way!that!suggests!that!they!are!a!firm!
or!conduct!themselves!as!a!firm,!they!should!be!regarded!as!a!firm!for!purposes!of!the!
Rules.!The!terms!of!any!formal!agreement!between!associated!lawyers!are!relevant!in!
determining!whether!they!are!a!firm,!as!is!the!fact!that!they!have!mutual!access!to!
information!concerning!the!clients!they!serve.!Furthermore,!it!is!relevant!in!doubtful!cases!
to!consider!the!underlying!purpose!of!the!Rule!that!is!involved.!For!example,!a!group!of!
lawyers!could!be!regarded!as!a!firm!for!purposes!of!determining!whether!a!conflict!of!
interest!exists!but!not!for!application!of!the!advertising!rules.!
!
Rule(1.5:((Fees(and(Division(of(Fees( (
!
(g)!A!lawyer!shall!not!divide!a!fee!for!legal!services!with!another!lawyer!who!is!!
not!associated!in!the!same!law!firm!unless:!!

(1)!the!division!is!in!proportion!to!the!services!performed!by!each!lawyer!or,!by!a!
writing!given!to!the!client,!each!lawyer!assumes!joint!responsibility!for!the!
representation;!!
!(2)!the!client!agrees!to!employment!of!the!other!lawyer!after!a!full!disclosure!that!a!
division!of!fees!will!be!made,!including!the!share!each!lawyer!will!receive,!and!the!
client’s!agreement!is!confirmed!in!writing;!and!!
!(3)!the!total!fee!is!not!excessive.!
!

Rule(5.4(a):(Professional(Independence(of(a(Lawyer(
!
(a)!A!lawyer!or!law!firm!shall!not!share!legal!fees!with!a!nonlawyer,!except!that:!

(1)!an!agreement!by!a!lawyer!with!the!lawyer’s!firm!or!another!lawyer!associated!in!
the!firm!may!provide!for!the!payment!of!money,!over!a!reasonable!period!of!time!
after!the!lawyer’s!death,!to!the!lawyer’s!estate!or!to!one!or!more!specified!persons;!
(2)!a!lawyer!who!undertakes!to!complete!unfinished!legal!business!of!a!deceased!
lawyer!may!pay!to!the!estate!of!the!deceased!lawyer!that!portion!of!the!total!
compensation!that!fairly!represents!the!services!rendered!by!the!deceased!lawyer;!
and!



!

!

(3)!a!lawyer!or!law!firm!may!compensate!a!nonlawyer!employee!or!include!a!
nonlawyer!employee!in!a!retirement!plan!based!in!whole!or!in!part!on!a!profit0sharing!
arrangement.!

(
Rule(5.8:(Contractual(Relationships(between(Lawyers(and(Nonlegal((
Professionals(
(

(a) The!practice!of!law!has!an!essential!tradition!of!complete!independence!and!
uncompromised!loyalty!to!those!it!serves.!Recognizing!this!tradition,!clients!of!
lawyers!practicing!in!New!York!State!are!guaranteed!“independent!professional!
judgment!and!undivided!loyalty!uncompromised!by!conflicts!of!interest.”!Indeed,!
these!guarantees!represent!the!very!foundation!of!the!profession!and!allow!and!
foster!its!continued!role!as!a!protector!of!the!system!of!law.!Therefore,!a!lawyer!
must!remain!completely!responsible!for!his!or!her!own!independent!professional!
judgment,!maintain!the!confidences!and!secrets!of!clients,!preserve!funds!of!clients!
and!third!parties!in!his!or!her!control,!and!otherwise!comply!with!the!legal!and!ethical!
principles!governing!lawyers!in!New!York!State.!!

Multi0disciplinary!practice!between!lawyers!and!nonlawyers!is!incompatible!with!the!
core!values!of!the!legal!profession!and!therefore,!a!strict!division!between!services!
provided!by!lawyers!and!those!provided!by!nonlawyers!is!essential!to!protect!those!
values.!However,!a!lawyer!or!law!firm!may!enter!into!and!maintain!a!contractual!
relationship!with!a!nonlegal!professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm!for!the!
purpose!of!offering!to!the!public,!on!a!systematic!and!continuing!basis,!legal!services!
performed!by!the!lawyer!or!law!firm!as!well!as!other!nonlegal!professional!services,!
notwithstanding!the!provisions!of!Rule!1.7(a),!provided!that:!!

!(1)!the!profession!of!the!nonlegal!professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm!
is!included!in!a!list!jointly!established!and!maintained!by!the!Appellate!Divisions!
pursuant!to!Section!1205.3!of!the!Joint!Appellate!Division!Rules;!!!
(2)!the!lawyer!or!law!firm!neither!grants!to!the!nonlegal!professional!or!nonlegal!
professional!service!firm,!nor!permits!such!person!or!firm!to!obtain,!hold!or!
exercise,!directly!or!indirectly,!any!ownership!or!investment!interest!in,!or!
managerial!or!supervisory!right,!power!or!position!in!connection!with!the!practice!
of!law!by!the!lawyer!or!law!firm,!nor,!as!provided!in!Rule!7.2(a)(1),!shares!legal!fees!
with!a!nonlawyer!or!receives!or!gives!any!monetary!or!other!tangible!benefit!for!
giving!or!receiving!a!referral;!and!!
!(3)!the!fact!that!the!contractual!relationship!exists!is!disclosed!by!the!lawyer!or!law!
firm!to!any!client!of!the!lawyer!or!law!firm!before!the!client!is!referred!to!the!
nonlegal!professional!service!firm,!or!to!any!client!of!the!nonlegal!professional!
service!firm!before!that!client!receives!legal!services!from!the!lawyer!or!law!firm;!
and!the!client!has!given!informed!written!consent!and!has!been!provided!with!a!
copy!of!the!“Statement!of!Client’s!Rights!In!Cooperative!Business!Arrangements”!
pursuant!to!section!1205.4!of!the!Joint!Appellate!Divisions!Rules.!!

!(b)!For!purposes!of!paragraph!(a):!!



!

!

!(1)!each!profession!on!the!list!maintained!pursuant!to!a!Joint!Rule!of!the!Appellate!
Divisions!shall!have!been!designated!sua!sponte,!or!approved!by!the!Appellate!
Divisions!upon!application!of!a!member!of!a!nonlegal!profession!or!nonlegal!
professional!service!firm,!upon!a!determination!that!the!profession!is!composed!of!
individuals!who,!with!respect!to!their!profession:!!

!(i)!have!been!awarded!a!bachelor’s!degree!or!its!equivalent!from!an!accredited!
college!or!university,!or!have!attained!an!equivalent!combination!of!educational!
credit!from!such!a!college!or!university!and!work!experience;!!
!(ii)!are!licensed!to!practice!the!profession!by!an!agency!of!the!State!of!New!
York!or!the!United!States!Government;!and!!
!(iii)!are!required!under!penalty!of!suspension!or!revocation!of!license!to!adhere!
to!a!code!of!ethical!conduct!that!is!reasonably!comparable!to!that!of!the!legal!
profession;!!

!(2)!the!term!“ownership!or!investment!interest”!shall!mean!any!such!interest!in!
any!form!of!debt!or!equity,!and!shall!include!any!interest!commonly!considered!to!
be!an!interest!accruing!to!or!enjoyed!by!an!owner!or!investor.!!

(c)!This!Rule!shall!not!apply!to!relationships!consisting!solely!of!non0exclusive!reciprocal!
referral!agreements!or!understandings!between!a!lawyer!or!law!firm!and!a!nonlegal!
professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm.!
!
Rule(1.10:(Imputation(of(Conflicts(of(Interest(
(
Comment![1]:!
!
For!purposes!of!these!Rules,!the!term!“firm”!includes,!but!is!not!limited!to,!(i)!a!lawyer!or!
lawyers!in!a!law!partnership,!professional!corporation,!sole!proprietorship!or!other!
association!authorized!to!practice!law,!and!(ii)!lawyers!employed!in!a!legal!services!
organization,!a!government!law!office!or!the!legal!department!of!a!corporation!or!other!
organization.!See!Rule!1.0(h).!Whether&two&or&more&lawyers&constitute&a&“firm”&within&this&
definition&will&depend&on&the&specific&facts.&&
&
Rule(7.2:(Payment(for(Referrals(
(
(a)!A!lawyer!shall!not!compensate!or!give!anything!of!value!to!a!person!or!organization!to!
recommend!or!obtain!employment!by!a!client,!or!as!a!reward!for!having!made!a!
recommendation!resulting!in!employment!by!a!client,!except!that:!!

!(1)!a!lawyer!or!law!firm!may!refer!clients!to!a!nonlegal!professional!or!nonlegal!
professional!service!firm!pursuant!to!a!contractual!relationship!with!such!nonlegal!
professional!or!nonlegal!professional!service!firm!to!provide!legal!and!other!
professional!services!on!a!systematic!and!continuing!basis!as!permitted!by!Rule!5.8,!
provided!however!that!such!referral!shall!not!otherwise!include!any!monetary!or!
other!tangible!consideration!or!reward!for!such,!or!the!sharing!of!legal!fees!
!

Rule(7.1:(Advertising(



!

!

(
(a)!A!lawyer!or!law!firm!shall!not!use!or!disseminate!or!participate!in!the!use!or!
dissemination!of!any!advertisement!that:!!

(1) contains!statements!or!claims!that!are!false,!deceptive!or!misleading!
!
Rule(7.5:(Professional(Notices,(Letterheads(and(Signs(
(
(c)!Lawyers!shall!not!hold!themselves!out!as!having!a!partnership!with!one!or!more!other!
lawyers!unless!they!are!in!fact!partners.!
!
!



 
Bank Accounts 

 
I. Business/Operating Account  
 
 A. What is a business account? – A business or operating account is one containing  
  moneys belonging exclusively to the lawyer or law firm, i.e., not to client or third  
  party. They may be used to deposit fees earned by the lawyer and to pay for  
  expenditures incurred by the lawyer in the course of running the business. 
 
 B. Are business accounts mandatory? – No. As a practical matter, however, they are  
  necessary for the day-to-day running of a business, especially where the lawyer  
  has formed a separate legal entity such as an LLC or P.C., which is separate and  
  distinct from the lawyer himself. As amplified upon below, the lawyer’s own  
  money may not be commingled with that of his clients, something which   
  necessitates the lawyer having at least two accounts.  
 
II. IOLA (Interest on Lawyer Account)(Judiciary Law § 497) 
 
 A. What is an IOLA? – “an unsegregated interest-bearing deposit account with a  
  banking institution for the deposit of an attorney of qualified funds” 
 
 B. What are “qualified funds? – “moneys received by an attorney in a fiduciary  
  capacity from a client or a beneficial owner and which, in the judgment of the  
  attorney, are too small in amount or are reasonably expected to be held for too  
  short a time to generate sufficient interest income to justify the expense of   
  administering a segregated account for the benefit of the client or beneficial  
  owner” 
 
 C. Who determines whether funds are qualified funds? – You do. The decision is at  
  the discretion of the lawyer. 
 
 D. What happens to the interest earned on IOLAs? – These funds become part of the  
  New York Interest on Lawyer Account (IOLA) Fund and are used to fund grants  
  to and contracts with non-profit agencies that provide legal services to the poor  
  and underserved throughout the State of New York. (21 NYCRR § 7000.1) 
 
 E. Are IOLA accounts mandatory? – No! In fact, Judiciary Law § 497 insulates  
  lawyers from disciplinary and civil liability if they do not choose to use an IOLA.  
  As a practical matter, however, all lawyers need to maintain an IOLA as a result  
  of the requirements of Rule 1.15 of the Rules of Professional, which requires the  
  following things, among others: 
 
  1. No commingling or misappropriation of client funds or property: A lawyer 
   may not commingle moneys or property that belongs to another person nor 



   may he misappropriate or commingle such moneys or property with his  
   own. 
 
  2. Maintaining separate accounts: Funds belonging to another person must be 
   maintained in a separate account. 
 
  3. Labeling the account: The account must be labeled an “Attorney   
   Special Account”, “Attorney Trust Account”, or “Attorney Escrow  
   Account”. 
 
  4. Funds belonging in part to a third party and in part currently or potentially  
   to the lawyer: Such funds must be kept is a special account but may be  
   withdrawn by the lawyer when they are due unless there is a dispute about  
   the amount owed. 
 
  5. Maintaining records: A lawyer must maintain records regarding the  
   account, including, among other things, a record or all deposits to and  
   withdrawals from the account, for seven years.  
 
  6. Failure to comply with Rule 1.15: Failure to comply with this rule is  
   deemed a violation thereof and can subject the lawyer to disciplinary  
   proceedings.  
 
 F. Do I have to deposit fees paid in advance of services rendered in an IOLA (or  
  other trust) account? – No! These are not considered client funds and need not be  
  deposited in an attorney trust account. You must, however, return any unused  
  amount to the client. See attached NYSBA Ethics Opinion 570.  
 
 G. For More Information and Resources – Go to www.iola.org.  
 
III. Other Trust or Escrow Accounts  
 
 A. Do all qualified funds need to be deposited into my IOLA? – NO! As set forth  
  above, IOLAs are not mandatory, but maintaining client funds separate from the  
  lawyers is. There are multiple reasons why client funds might be deposited into  
  some other type of trust or escrow account. If qualified funds are not deposited  
  into an IOLA account, they must be deposited into either (a) a separate interest  
  bearing account for the client for which interest accrues to the client or (b) to an  
  interest bearing trust account where the amount of interest attributable to each  
  individual client’s funds can be determined and is paid to the client.  
 
 B. What are my obligations if I deposit funds into one of these accounts instead of  
  my IOLA account? – Like IOLAs, these accounts must also comply with the  
  requirements of Rule 1.15 of the Rules of Professional Conduct. 
 
  



IV. Insufficient Funds in an Attorney Trust Account (22 NYCRR Part 1300) 
 
 A. What happens if I overdraw on an attorney trust account? 
 
  1. The banking institution must report the incident within five (5) business  
   days to the Lawyers’ Fund for Client Protection (the “Lawyers’ Fund”). 
 
  2. The Lawyer’s Fund must hold the report for ten (10) business days. This is 
   done in case the report was issued by mistake. THE FACT THAT THE  
   LAWYER CURES THE DEFICIENCY IS NOT GROUNDS FOR  
   WITHDRAWING THE REPORT. 
 
  3. After the ten (10) day period, the Lawyers’ Fund forwards the report to the 
   appropriate attorney disciplinary committee.  



 
Engagement Letters and Retainer Agreements 

 
I. Definition: 
 
 An engagement letter is a letter from a lawyer to his client that sets forth the scope of 
 services to be rendered by the lawyer and the basis for compensation by the client. A 
 retainer agreement is an agreement/contract between the lawyer and client setting forth 
 the same matters set forth in an engagement letter. Henceforth, the term engagement 
 letter shall be used, but the information applies equally to engagement letters and retainer 
 agreements. 
 
II. Requirements  
 
 A. Timing: Generally, a written letter of engagement must be provided to the client  
  prior to commencing the representation (22 NYCRR §1215.1 and Rule 1.5 of the  
  Rules of Professional Conduct), unless impracticable or the scope of the services  
  is not know at the time of the engagement (22 NYCRR §1215.1) 
 
 B. Contents (22 NYCRR §1215.1 and Rule 1.5 of the Rules of Professional   
  Conduct):  
 
  1. Explanation of the scope of legal services to be provided. 
 
  2. Explanation of attorney’s fees to be charged, expenses, and billing   
   practices. 
 
  3. Where applicable, notification that the client that he may have a right to  
   arbitrate fee disputes under Part 137 of the Rules of the Chief   
   Administrator. 
 
  4. Where a lawyer is to share a fee with another lawyer who is not part of his 
   firm, the former must disclose that a division of fees will be made, and the 
   client must agree to the terms in writing. Further, the division of fees must  
   be in proportion to the services performed by each lawyer. 
 
 C. Exceptions to Requirement that Terms of Engagement Be in Writing (22 NYCRR 
  §1215.2): 
 
  1. Where fee is expected to be less than three thousand dollars ($3,000); 
 
  2. Where attorney’s services are of the same general kind as previously  
   rendered to and paid for by the client; 
 



  3. Representation in domestic relations matters subject of 22 NYCRR Part  
   14001; or 
 
  4. Representation where attorney is admitted to practice in another   
   jurisdiction, maintains no office in New York State, or where no material  
   portion of the services are to be rendered in New York. 
 
III. Types of Fee Agreements 
 
 A. Fixed or Flat Fee: The lawyer and client agree beforehand that a specific job will  
  be done for a specified fee. 
 
 B. Hourly Rate: The lawyer and client agree to a price per hour that the client agrees  
  to pay after receiving a bill detailing the work done and the amount of time spent.  
 
 C. Contingency Fee: The lawyer and client agree that the lawyer will collect a fee  
  equal to a percentage of the amount recovered on behalf of the client. If the client  
  doesn’t recover, the attorney doesn’t get paid. 
 
IV. Statement of Client’s Rights 
 
 Pursuant to 22 NYCRR § 1210.1, a lawyer must post in his office, in a way visible to 
 clients, a statement of client’s rights. Although not required, it is good practice to provide 
 clients with the statement together with the retainer agreement and to have the client 
 acknowledge receipt of the same in the retainer agreement. 

                                                
1Engagement letters in matrimonial matters and general issues regarding contingency fees, including engagement 
letters, will be addressed separately. 



SAMPLE LETTER OF ENGAGEMENT

To: [Name of Client] 

This Letter of Engagement is furnished to you in accordance with Part 1215 of the Joint Rules of 
the Appellate Division. 

Having reviewed with you the Statement of Client’s Rights and the Statement of Client’s 
Responsibilities, we have undertaken your representation in connection with the matter[s] 
described below: 

SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION 

A claim, dispute or dealings with relating to _________________________________________

All of our services in this matter will end, unless otherwise agreed upon in a writing signed by 
us, when there is a final agreement, settlement, decision or judgment by the court. Not included 
within the scope of our representation are appeals from any judgments or orders of the court. 
Appeals are subject to separate discussion and negotiation between our firm and you. Also not 
included in the scope of this agreement are services you may request of us in connection with 
any other matter, action or proceeding. 

FEES, EXPENSES AND BILLING PRACTICE 

We intend to submit a bill to you no less frequently than every 60 days. Expenses will be 
separately stated on the bill and our fees will be charged as indicated below [check appropriate 
box]:

[ ] If on contingency, the fee will be charged in accordance with the following percent or scaled 
percentages _____. The stated percentage or percentages will be applied to the net sum 
recovered after the deduction of expenses. You will be liable for reimbursement of expenses 
whether or not there is a recovery. 

[ ] On the basis of our time charges as follows: 

$ _______per hour for the services of [name]; 

$ _______per hour for the services of [name]; 

.

[ ] A flat fee of $ for all services within the scope of our representation as set forth above. 

In consideration of our services, in matters in which the fee is based on time charges, we shall 
require a retainer of $_________, of which the first $ ______shall constitute our minimum fee 
for the services to be rendered. The retainer is to be applied to our time charges. 

Our minimum fee is intended to operate as follows: 

a. The time initially expended on your matter will be charged against the minimum fee. 
However, if your matter is concluded, whether by settlement or by judicial action, in less time 



than would be required to expend the minimum fee on the basis of time alone, we shall retain the 
minimum fee and there would be no refund of any part of the minimum fee. An additional 
retainer may be required as time charges warrant. 

b. If our relationship is terminated in less time than would be required to expend the minimum 
fee on the basis of time alone, without your matter having been concluded by settlement or 
judicial action, then we shall not retain the entire minimum fee. Rather, in that event a fair and 
reasonable fee will be determined in accordance with legally accepted standards and only such 
portion of the minimum fee as represents such fair and reasonable fee would be retained. The 
elements of a reasonable fee are set forth in DR 2-106 of the Lawyer’s Code of Professional 
Responsibility, a copy of which provision will be furnished to you upon request. 

ARBITRATION 

In the event that a dispute arises between us relating to our fees, you may have the right to 
arbitration of the dispute pursuant to Part 137 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator of the 
Courts, a copy of which will be provided to you upon request. 

[Name of Law Firm] 

By:

Dated:



Order Adopted by the Appellate Divisions

December 20, 2001

Amended April 3, 2002

The Appellate Divisions of the Supreme Court, pursuant to the authority invested in them, do 
hereby add, effective March 4, 2002, Part 1215 to Title 22 of the Official Compilations of Codes, 
Rules and Regulations of the State of New York, entitled "Written Letter of Engagement," as 
follows: 

Part 1215 Written Letter of Engagement 

§1215.1 Requirements 

(a) Effective March 4, 2002, an attorney who undertakes to represent a client and enters into an 
arrangement for, charges or collects any fee from a client shall provide to the client a written 
letter of engagement before commencing the representation, or within a reasonable time 
thereafter (i) if otherwise impracticable or (ii) if the scope of services to be provided cannot be 
determined at the time of the commencement of representation. For purposes of this rule, where 
an entity (such as an insurance carrier) engages an attorney to represent a third party, the term 
"client" shall mean the entity that engages the attorney. Where there is a significant change in the 
scope of services or the fee to be charged, an updated letter of engagement shall be provided to 
the client. 

(b) The letter of engagement shall address the following matters: (1) Explanation of the scope of 
the legal services to be provided; (2) Explanation of attorney's fees to be charged, expenses and 
billing practices; and (3) Where applicable, shall provide that the client may have a right to 
arbitrate fee disputes under Part 137 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator. 

(c) Instead of providing the client with a written letter of engagement, an attorney may comply 
with the provisions of subdivision (a) by entering into a signed written retainer agreement with 
the client, before or within a reasonable time after commencing the representation, provided that 
the agreement addresses the matters set forth in subdivision (b). 

§1215.2 Exceptions 

This section shall not apply to (1) representation of a client where the fee to be charged is 
expected to be less than $3000, (2) representation where the attorney's services are of the same 
general kind as previously rendered to and paid for by the client, or (3) representation in 
domestic relations matters subject to Part 1400 of the Joint Rules of the Appellate Division (22 
NYCRR) or (4) representation where the attorney is admitted to practice in another jurisdiction 
and maintains no office in the State of New York, or where no material portion of the services 
are to be rendered in New York. 
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Section 1215.1 Requirements 

 
 
 
* Section 1215.1.* Requirements. 
 
(a) Effective March 4, 2002, an attorney who undertakes to represent a client and enters into an 
arrangement for, charges or collects any fee from a client shall provide to the client a written letter of 
engagement before commencing the representation, or within a reasonable time thereafter: 
(1) if otherwise impractible; or 
(2) if the scope of services to be provided cannot be determined at the time of the commencement of 
representation. 
For purposes of this rule, where an entity (such as an insurance carrier) engages an attorney to represent a 
third party, the term client shall mean the entity that engages the attorney. Where there is a significant 
change in the scope of services or the fee to be charged, an updated letter of engagement shall be provided 
to the client. 
(b) The letter of engagement shall address the following matters: 
(1) explanation of the scope of the legal services to be provided; 
(2) explanation of attorney's fees to be charged, expenses and billing practices; and 
(3) where applicable, shall provide that the client may have a right to arbitrate fee disputes under Part 137 
of this Title. 
(c) Instead of providing the client with a written letter of engagement, an attorney may comply with the 
provisions of subdivision (a) of this section by entering into a signed written retainer agreement with the 
client, before or within a reasonable time after commencing the representation, provided that the 
agreement addresses the matters set forth in subdivision (b) of this section. 
22 CRR-NY 1215.1 
22 CRR-NY 1215.1 
2011 WL 74169412 
22 CRR-NY 1215.1 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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RULE 1.5: 
FEES AND DIVISION OF FEES 

(a) A lawyer shall not make an agreement for, charge, or collect an excessive or 
illegal fee or expense.  A fee is excessive when, after a review of the facts, a reasonable 
lawyer would be left with a definite and firm conviction that the fee is excessive.  The 
factors to be considered in determining whether a fee is excessive may include the 
following: 

 (1) the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions 
involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly; 

 (2) the likelihood, if apparent or made known to the client, that the 
acceptance of the particular employment will preclude other employment by the 
lawyer; 

 (3) the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services; 

 (4) the amount involved and the results obtained; 

 (5) the time limitations imposed by the client or by circumstances; 

 (6) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; 

 (7) the experience, reputation and ability of the lawyer or lawyers 
performing the services; and 

 (8) whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 

 (b) A lawyer shall communicate to a client the scope of the representation and 
the basis or rate of the fee and expenses for which the client will be responsible.  This 
information shall be communicated to the client before or within a reasonable time after 
commencement of the representation and shall be in writing where required by statute or 
court rule.  This provision shall not apply when the lawyer will charge a regularly 
represented client on the same basis or rate and perform services that are of the same 
general kind as previously rendered to and paid for by the client.  Any changes in the scope 
of the representation or the basis or rate of the fee or expenses shall also be communicated 
to the client. 

 (c) A fee may be contingent on the outcome of the matter for which the service is 
rendered, except in a matter in which a contingent fee is prohibited by paragraph (d) or 
other law.  Promptly after a lawyer has been employed in a contingent fee matter, the 
lawyer shall provide the client with a writing stating the method by which the fee is to be 
determined, including the percentage or percentages that shall accrue to the lawyer in the 
event of settlement, trial or appeal; litigation and other expenses to be deducted from the 
recovery; and whether such expenses are to be deducted before or, if not prohibited by 
statute or court rule, after the contingent fee is calculated.  The writing must clearly notify 
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the client of any expenses for which the client will be liable regardless of whether the client 
is the prevailing party.  Upon conclusion of a contingent fee matter, the lawyer shall 
provide the client with a writing stating the outcome of the matter and, if there is a 
recovery, showing the remittance to the client and the method of its determination. 

 (d) A lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement for, charge or collect: 

 (1) a contingent fee for representing a defendant in a criminal matter; 

 (2) a fee prohibited by law or rule of court; 

 (3) a fee based on fraudulent billing; 

 (4) a nonrefundable retainer fee; provided that a lawyer may enter into a 
retainer agreement with a client containing a reasonable minimum fee clause if it 
defines in plain language and sets forth the circumstances under which such fee may 
be incurred and how it will be calculated; or 

 (5) any fee in a domestic relations matter if: 

 (i) the payment or amount of the fee is contingent upon the 
securing of a divorce or of obtaining child custody or visitation or is in any 
way determined by reference to the amount of maintenance, support, 
equitable distribution, or property settlement; 

 (ii) a written retainer agreement has not been signed by the lawyer 
and client setting forth in plain language the nature of the relationship and 
the details of the fee arrangement; or 

 (iii) the written retainer agreement includes a security interest, 
confession of judgment or other lien without prior notice being provided to 
the client in a signed retainer agreement and approval from a tribunal after 
notice to the adversary.  A lawyer shall not foreclose on a mortgage placed on 
the marital residence while the spouse who consents to the mortgage remains 
the titleholder and the residence remains the spouse’s primary residence. 

 (e) In domestic relations matters, a lawyer shall provide a prospective client with 
a Statement of Client’s Rights and Responsibilities at the initial conference and prior to the 
signing of a written retainer agreement. 

 (f) Where applicable, a lawyer shall resolve fee disputes by arbitration at the 
election of the client pursuant to a fee arbitration program established by the Chief 
Administrator of the Courts and approved by the Administrative Board of the Courts. 

 (g) A lawyer shall not divide a fee for legal services with another lawyer who is 
not associated in the same law firm unless: 
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 (1) the division is in proportion to the services performed by each lawyer 
or, by a writing given to the client, each lawyer assumes joint responsibility for the 
representation; 

 (2) the client agrees to employment of the other lawyer after a full 
disclosure that a division of fees will be made, including the share each lawyer will 
receive, and the client’s agreement is confirmed in writing; and 

 (3) the total fee is not excessive. 

(h) Rule 1.5(g) does not prohibit payment to a lawyer formerly associated in a 
law firm pursuant to a separation or retirement agreement.  

Comment  

[1] Paragraph (a) requires that lawyers not charge fees that are excessive or illegal 
under the circumstances.  The factors specified in paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(8) are not 
exclusive, nor will each factor be relevant in each instance.  The time and labor required for a 
matter may be affected by the actions of the lawyer’s own client or by those of the opposing 
party and counsel.  Paragraph (a) also requires that expenses for which the client will be charged 
must not be excessive or illegal.  A lawyer may seek payment for services performed in-house, 
such as copying, or for other expenses incurred in-house, such as telephone charges, either by 
charging an amount to which the client has agreed in advance or by charging an amount that 
reflects the cost incurred by the lawyer, provided in either case that the amount charged is not 
excessive. 

[1A] A billing is fraudulent if it is knowingly and intentionally based on false or 
inaccurate information.  Thus, under an hourly billing arrangement, it would be fraudulent to 
knowingly and intentionally charge a client for more than the actual number of hours spent by 
the lawyer on the client’s matter; similarly, where the client has agreed to pay the lawyer’s cost 
of in-house services, such as for photocopying or telephone calls, it would be fraudulent 
knowingly and intentionally to charge a client more than the actual costs incurred.  Fraudulent 
billing requires an element of scienter and does not include inaccurate billing due to an innocent 
mistake. 

[1B] A supervising lawyer who submits a fraudulent bill for fees or expenses to a client 
based on submissions by a subordinate lawyer has not automatically violated this Rule.  In this 
situation, whether the lawyer is responsible for a violation must be determined by reference to 
Rules 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.  As noted in Comment [8] to Rule 5.1, nothing in that Rule alters the 
personal duty of each lawyer in a firm to abide by these Rules and in some situations, other 
Rules may impose upon a supervising lawyer a duty to ensure that the books and records of a 
firm are accurate.  See Rule 1.15(j). 
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Basis or Rate of Fee 

[2] When the lawyer has regularly represented a client, they ordinarily will have 
evolved an understanding concerning the basis or rate of the fee and the expenses for which the 
client will be responsible.  In a new client-lawyer relationship, however, an understanding as to 
fees and expenses must be promptly established.  Court rules regarding engagement letters 
require that such an understanding be memorialized in writing in certain cases.  See 22
N.Y.C.R.R. Part 1215.  Even where not required, it is desirable to furnish the client with at least 
a simple memorandum or copy of the lawyer’s customary fee arrangements that states the 
general nature of the legal services to be provided, the basis, rate or total amount of the fee, and 
whether and to what extent the client will be responsible for any costs, expenses or 
disbursements in the course of the representation.  A written statement concerning the terms of 
the engagement reduces the possibility of misunderstanding. 

[3] Contingent fees, like any other fees, are subject to the excessiveness standard of 
paragraph (a).  In determining whether a particular contingent fee is excessive, or whether it is 
excessive to charge any form of contingent fee, a lawyer must consider the factors that are 
relevant under the circumstances.  Applicable law may impose limitations on contingent fees, 
such as a ceiling on the percentage allowable, or may regulate the type or amount of the fee that 
may be charged. 

Terms of Payment 

[4] A lawyer may require advance payment of a fee, but is obliged to return any 
unearned portion.  See Rule 1.16(e).  A lawyer may charge a minimum fee, if that fee is not 
excessive, and if the wording of the minimum fee clause of the retainer agreement meets the 
requirements of paragraph (d)(4).  A lawyer may accept property in payment for services, such 
as an ownership interest in an enterprise, providing this does not involve acquisition of a 
proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of the litigation contrary to Rule 
1.8(i).  A fee paid in property instead of money may, however, be subject to the requirements of 
Rule 1.8(a), because such fees often have the essential qualities of a business transaction with the 
client. 

[5] An agreement may not be made if its terms might induce the lawyer improperly to 
curtail services for the client or perform them in a way contrary to the client’s interest.  For 
example, a lawyer should not enter into an agreement whereby services are to be provided only 
up to a stated amount when it is foreseeable that more extensive services probably will be 
required, unless the situation is adequately explained to the client.  Otherwise, the client might 
have to bargain for further assistance in the midst of a proceeding or transaction.  In matters in 
litigation, the court’s approval for the lawyer’s withdrawal may be required. See Rule 1.16(d).  It 
is proper, however, to define the extent of services in light of the client’s ability to pay.  A 
lawyer should not exploit a fee arrangement based primarily on hourly charges by using wasteful 
procedures.

[5A] The New York Court Rules require every lawyer with an office located in New 
York to post in that office, in a manner visible to clients of the lawyer, a “Statement of Client’s 
Rights.”  See 22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 1210.1.  Paragraph (e) requires a lawyer in a domestic relations 
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matter, as defined in Rule 1.0(g), to provide a prospective client with the “Statement of Client’s 
Rights and Responsibilities,” as further set forth in 22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 1400.2, at the initial 
conference and, in any event, prior to the signing of a written retainer agreement. 

Prohibited Contingent Fees 

[6] Paragraph (d) prohibits a lawyer from charging a contingent fee in a domestic 
relations matter when payment is contingent upon the securing of a divorce or upon the amount 
of alimony or support or property settlement to be obtained or upon obtaining child custody or 
visitation.  This provision also precludes a contract for a contingent fee for legal representation in 
connection with the recovery of post-judgment balances due under support, alimony or other 
financial orders. See Rule 1.0(g) (defining “domestic relations matter” to include an action to 
enforce such a judgment). 

Division of Fee 

[7] A division of fee is a single billing to a client covering the fee of two or more 
lawyers who are not affiliated in the same firm.  A division of fee facilitates association of more 
than one lawyer in a matter in which neither alone could serve the client as well.  Paragraph (g) 
permits the lawyers to divide a fee either on the basis of the proportion of services they render or 
if each lawyer assumes responsibility for the representation as a whole in a writing given to the 
client.  In addition, the client must agree to the arrangement, including the share that each lawyer 
is to receive, and the client’s agreement must be confirmed in writing.  Contingent fee 
arrangements must comply with paragraph (c).  Joint responsibility for the representation entails 
financial and ethical responsibility for the representation as if the lawyers were associated in a 
partnership. See Rule 5.1.  A lawyer should refer a matter only to a lawyer who the referring 
lawyer reasonably believes is competent to handle the matter.  See Rule 1.1. 

[8] Paragraph (g) does not prohibit or regulate division of fees to be received in the 
future for work done when lawyers were previously associated in a law firm.  Paragraph (h) 
recognizes that this Rule does not prohibit payment to a previously associated lawyer pursuant to 
a separation or retirement agreement.   

Disputes over Fees 

[9] A lawyer should seek to avoid controversies over fees with clients and should 
attempt to resolve amicably any differences on the subject.  The New York courts have 
established a procedure for resolution of fee disputes through arbitration and the lawyer must 
comply with the procedure when it is mandatory.  Even when it is voluntary, the lawyer should 
conscientiously consider submitting to it. 
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* Section 1215.2.* Exceptions. 
 
This section shall not apply to: 
(a) representation of a client where the fee to be charged is expected to be less than $3,000; 
(b) representation where the attorney's services are of the same general kind as previously rendered to and 
paid for by the client; 
(c) representation in domestic relations matters subject to Part 1400 of this Title; or 
(d) representation where the attorney is admitted to practice in another jurisdiction and maintains no 
office in the State of New York, or where no material portion of the services are to be rendered in New 
York. 
22 CRR-NY 1215.2 
22 CRR-NY 1215.2 
2011 WL 74169413 
22 CRR-NY 1215.2 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 



STATEMENT OF CLIENT'S RIGHTS 

1.  You are entitled to be treated with courtesy and consideration at all times by your lawyer 
and the other lawyers and nonlawyer personnel in your lawyer’s office. 

2.  You are entitled to have your attorney handle your legal matter competently and 
diligently, in accordance with the highest standards of the profession. If you are not 
satisfied with how your matter is being handled, you have the right to discharge your 
attorney and terminate the attorney-client relationship at any time (court approval may be 
required in some matters and your attorney may have a claim against you for the value of 
services rendered to you up to the point of discharge). 

3.  You are entitled to your lawyer's independent professional judgment and undivided 
loyalty uncompromised by conflicts of interest. 

4.  You are entitled to be charged a reasonable fees and expenses and to have your lawyer 
explain before or within a reasonable time after the commencement of the representation 
how the fees and expenses will be computed and the manner and frequency of billing. 
You are entitled to request and receive a written itemized bill from your attorney at 
reasonable intervals. You may refuse to enter into any arrangement for fees and expenses 
that you find unsatisfactory. In the event of a fee dispute, you may have the right to seek 
arbitration: your attorney will provide you with the necessary information regarding 
arbitration in the event of a fee dispute, or upon your request. 

5.  You are entitled to have your questions and concerns addressed promptly and to receive a 
prompt reply to your letters, telephone calls, emails, faxes and other communications. 

6.  You are entitled to be kept reasonably informed as to the status of your matter and are 
entitled to have your attorney promptly comply with your reasonable requests for 
information, including your requests for copies of papers relevant to the matter. You are 
entitled to sufficient information to allow you to participate meaningfully in the 
development of your matter and make informed decisions regarding the representation. 

7.  You are entitled to have your legitimate objectives respected by your attorney.  In 
particular, the decision of whether to settle your matter is yours and not your lawyer’s. 
(Court approval of a settlement is required in some matters.) 

8.  You have the right to privacy in your communications with your lawyer and to have your 
confidential information preserved by your lawyer to the extent required by law. 

9.  You are entitled to have your attorney conduct himself or herself ethically in accordance 
with the New York Rules of Professional Conduct. 

10.  You may not be refused representation on the basis of race, creed, color, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, age, national origin or disability. 



Retainers for Attorneys in Domestic Relations Matters – NYCRR Part 1400 

The rules pertaining to retainers, fee disputes and arbitration in domestic relations matters, found 
at 22 NYCRR part 1400 (the matrimonial rules), were “promulgated to address abuses in the 
practice of matrimonial law and to protect the public” Edelman v. Poster, 72 AD3d 182 [1st Dept. 
2010]. 

1. Requirements 

• Must have separate matrimonial retainer and Statement of Client’s Rights and 
Responsibilities 

• NYCRR 1400.3 spells what is required in matrimonial retainers 
o “Minimum fee” retainer arrangement permitted, but may not collect 

nonrefundable retainer fee (NYCRR 1400.4) 
• Charging for consultation fee alone does not require a retainer 

o Absent an agreement to undertake representation of the prospective client, does 
not trigger the requirement that a retainer agreement be obtained provided the fee 
is not excessive and the prospective client is advised of it in advance of the 
consultation 

• Retainer cannot include a “security interest, confession of judgment or other lien without 
prior notice being provided to the client in a signed retainer agreement and approval from 
a tribunal after notice to the adversary” (RPC Rule 1.5(d)(5)(iii)) 

2. Retainer Fees 

• Can enter “minimum fee” arrangement but cannot collect a nonrefundable retainer fee 
(NYCRR 1400.4) 

• Cannot charge contingent fee (RPC Rule 1.5(d)(5)(i)) 

3. Statement of Client’s Rights and Responsibilities 

• NYCRR 1400.2 and RPC Rule 1.5(e) 
• Client entitled to a bill every 60 days 
• DRL 237 - Counsel fees in Matrimonial proceedings 

4. Failure to comply with NYCRR Part 1400 

• Can be precluded from recovering counsel fees if don’t comply with NYCRR Part 1400 
• Egregious level of non-compliance is an abuse in the practice of matrimonial law, which 

the public needs to be protected from. Edelman v. Poster, 72 AD3d 182 [1st Dept. 2010]. 
o Attorney in Julien v. Machson precluded because the attorney failed to: 

[F]ile a copy of the written retainer agreement with the court with a 
statement of net worth (§§ 1400.2, 1400.3), to file a copy of the 



closing statement with the clerk of the court within 15 days of 
terminating the retainer agreement (§ 1400.6), to provide the client 
with written, itemized bills at least every 60 days (§ 1400.2), and 
to provide the client with notice of her right to arbitrate any fee 
dispute prior to institution of the action (§ 1400.7). Julien v. 
Machson, 245 AD2d 122 [1st Dept. 1997] 

o Attorney unable to establish a charging lien as she failed to demonstrate that 
“[s]he provided the respondent with a statement of the client's rights and 
responsibilities or provided the respondent with itemized bills at least every 60 
days as required by 22 NYCRR 1400.2 and 1400.3.” Pillai v. Pillai, 15 AD3d 466 
[2nd Dept. 2005] 

5. Substantial compliance with NYCRR Part 1400 

• Substantial compliance will not result in preclusion 
o Attorney more than “substantially complied” with the requirements of 22 NYCRR 

Part 1400 and therefore should not be precluded from recovering reasonable fees 
for services rendered. Flanagan v Flanagan, 267 AD2d 80, 81 [1st Dept. 1999] 

o “[S]ubstantially complied” with 22 NYCRR Part 1400 by providing Appellee 
with “[t]he requisite statement of her rights and responsibilities and by executing 
the requisite retainer agreement with [Appellee]”. Johnner v. Mims, 48 AD3d 
1104 [4th Dept. 2008]; Petosa v. Petosa, 56 AD3d 1296, 1298 [4th Dept. 2008]; 
Matter of Winkelman v. Furey, 281 AD2d 908 [4th Dept. 2001], affd on other 
grounds. 

6. Who has the right to be billed every 60 days? 

• The right to be billed at least every sixty days is a right afforded to the client. It is the 
right of the client, not the adversary spouse, to be billed at least every sixty days. Johnner, 
supra; Petosa, supra; (see Granato v. Granato, 75 AD3d 434 [1st Dept. 2010]. 

• Although plaintiff's attorney waited until December 2005 to bill plaintiff for services 
rendered between August 2004 and December 2005, the right to be billed at least every 
60 days is a right afforded to plaintiff, not defendant, and plaintiff waived that right by 
failing to object to the December 2005 bill (see Winkelman, 281 AD2d at 908; Webbe v 
Webbe, 267 AD2d 764, 765 [1999], lv denied 95 NY2d 753 [2000]). Johnner v. Mims, 48 
A.D.3d 1104, 1105, 850 N.Y.S.2d 786 (2008) 

 

7. Importance of matrimonial retainer 

• Retainer needed for motions for alimony, counsel fees pendente lite, and child support 
- 22 NYCRR 202.16 
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LETTER OF ENGAGEMENT AND RETAINER AGREEMENT   

 
 
 
 

The undersigned, ____________residing at ___________________________    
    hereby retains you (Law Firm) solely and exclusively to prosecute or adjust a claim for 
damages arising from personal injuries sustained by  ________________on day of _____ and 
continuing through _______________ through the negligence of  ____________________ or 
other persons, and the undersigned hereby gives you the exclusive right to take all legal steps to 
enforce the said claim.  
 

The undersigned Client, retains collectively as Attorneys (list all the attorneys firms) to 
perform legal services referred and listed below. The Attorney agrees to perform them faithfully 
and with due diligence  
 

In consideration of the services rendered and to be rendered by the law firm, the 
undersigned hereby agrees to pay the law firm and the law firm is authorized to retain out of any 
monies that are received by the law firm by reason of the above claim: 
 
For Personal Injury/Negligence/Statutory Violation Cases: 

Thirty three and one-third (33-1/3) percent, of the net sum recovered, whether recovered 
by suit, settlement or otherwise; or 
 
For Medical, Dental or Podiatric Malpractice Cases: so long as Judiciary Law '474-a stays 
in effect; 

(i)   30 per cent on the first $250,000 of the net sum recovered, 
     (ii)  25 per cent on the next $250,000 of the net sum recovered, 
    (iii) 20 per cent on the next $500,000 of the net sum recovered, 
     (iv) 15 per cent on the next $250,000 of the net sum recovered, 

(v)  10 per cent on any amount over $1,250,000 of the net sum recovered; or, 
 

In the event extraordinary services are required in the malpractice cases, the law firm 
may apply to the Court for greater compensation pursuant to the Judiciary Law and the Special 
Rules of the Appellate Division regulating the conduct of Attorneys. 
 
 
 
 
 

Client Initials                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Such percentages above shall be computed on the net sum recovered after deducting from 
the amount recovered such costs, expenses and disbursements for such items as: expert reports 
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and testimony, medical and hospital records, court filing fees, court reporters for examinations 
before trial, investigative or other services properly chargeable to the enforcement of the claim or 
prosecution of the action, including any interest on any loans made in order to finance the 
advancing of costs and disbursements.  The interest rate shall be at the average rate over 
the duration of the representation.  Other costs and disbursement include messenger services, 
photocopying charges, telephone calls, postage, travel expenses and other necessary costs of 
handling the case. 
 

The undersigned client(s) understand(s) that prosecuting such a case as this is very 
expensive and that the attorney will borrow the funds to prosecute said action and that the 
interest payable by the attorney on such loan is an expense of the litigation as described above.  
The undersigned client(s) chooses not to pay for these charges as the case proceeds, nor advance 
these costs at this time.  The undersigned will advise the attorney in writing if the client(s) decide 
to avoid interest charges on the loan for disbursement by paying for the disbursements during the 
handling of the matter.  The undersigned client(s) agree that the attorney will not send regular 
monthly billings to the client nor will the attorney ask the client on a regular basis to pay for 
expenses.  The attorney shall secure the lowest interest rate that the attorney can find in the 
market for this time of borrowing. 

 
The amount recovered is the total sum recovered minus the costs , expenses and 

disbursements advanced by the attorney.  If the client advances the costs, the fee percentage is 
taken from the total recovery. 
 

In computing the fee, the costs as taxed, including interest upon a judgment, shall be 
deemed part of the amount recovered.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLIENT DEBTS and LIENS 
 

For the following or similar items, the undersigned understands that there shall be no 
deduction in computing such percentages: liens, for instance for medicare and medicaid, 
assignments or claims in favor of hospitals, for medical care and treatment by doctors and 
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nurses, or self-insurers or insurance carriers, or loans taken by the client from loan venders. 
These sums are deducted from the share of the undersigned, that is, the share of the client(s), 
after the fees have been taken from the net sum.  

 
In the event that the law firm successfully reduces any of the aforesaid liens, excluding 

workers compensation liens, then I agree that the law firm shall receive one-third (1/3) of any 
reduction or waiver. 
 

In accordance with the rule set forth in the Estate of Pothos case, in the event the case 
involves a Workers Compensation lien and the law firm successfully gets the Workers 
Compensation carrier to further reduce and/or waive said lien in excess of the statutory 1/3 
reduction, then in that event I agree that the Law Firm shall receive 1/3 of any additional 
reduction or waiver in excess of the statutory reduction. 
 

In the event undersigned client has executed liens and undersigned client later disputes 
any amount due and owing, the Firms only obligation shall be to retain the disputed sum in the 
law firms escrow account or to pay the disputed sum to the Clerk of the Court.  The undersigned 
client further agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the law firm for all loss, cost and expenses 
arising out of any dispute between undersigned and the lien holder. 
 
 

Client Initials                   
 
 
 
 

If there are Medicare or Medicaid liens or claims, we understand that current Medicare 
regulations may require Law Firm to compromise, settle or execute a release of Medicare’s 
reimbursement claim prior to distributing any verdict or settlement proceeds to the undersigned. 
We further understand that Law Firm may be required to take steps to determine if such 
reimbursement claims exist even if we have received no such notice from Medicare prior to any 
verdict or settlement. 
 

We understand that any verdict or settlement might adversely affect some forms of Public 
Assistance that we may receive, such as SSI, Medicaid, food stamps, subsidized housing, etc. We 
understand that we are obligated to keep Law  Firm informed of any applications we make for 
such government benefits and/or changes in our eligibility status. Additionally we understand 
that we are obligated to keep Law Firm  informed of the nature and extent of all bills, liens and 
related correspondence from any health care provider.  
 

We understand that Law Firm does not represent us for purposes of applying for or 
obtaining such benefits; rather, we understand that the purpose of this section is to inform us of 
the potential impact that verdict or settlement may have on our eligibility for present or future 
government benefits. We understand that we must explore our options to preserve those benefits 
before we receive a verdict or settlement or our options to do so might be compromised. We 
understand that we may have the obligation to inform the provider of Medicaid and Public 
Assistance of our receipt of settlement or verdict proceeds and that a failure to do so may result 
in civil or criminal liability to the undersigned. 
 

In the event that the case is settled by way of structured settlement or judgment including 
future annuity payments, the undersigned expressly consents and agrees to the law firm receiving 
the full legal fee in a lump sum at the time of the settlement at the sole discretion of the law firm. 
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In the event that a dispute arises between us relating to our fees, the undersigned client(s) 
may have the right to arbitration of the dispute pursuant to Part 137 of the Rules of the Chief 
Administrator of the Courts, a copy of which will be provided to you upon request. 
 

It is understood and agreed by the undersigned that the law firm agrees to provide 
conscientious, competent and diligent legal services and at all times will seek to achieve 
solutions which are just and reasonable.  The undersigned consents to the law firm’s selection of 
trial counsel.  Because of the uncertainty of legal proceedings, the interpretation and changes in 
the law and many unknown factors, the law firm cannot and does not warrant, predict or 
guarantee the amount of time it may take, or that any result can or will be obtained or is likely to 
be obtained.  No representation has been made to the undersigned as to what amount if any, 
he/she may be entitled to recover in this case.  For these reasons, the undersigned consents to the 
law firm’s withdrawal from the case at the law firm’s discretion whenever the law firm is of the 
opinion that the case is not meritorious or that the cost and expense in proceeding with the claim 
and/or action may in the opinion of the law firm exceed the recovery. 
 

In the event that the firm, based upon its skill and expertise, recommends that I settle my 
claim and/or action for the amount offered and I fail to follow the law firm’s recommendation, 
and the firm, in its discretion, decides not to withdraw, the law firm can require, and I shall be 
immediately obligated to pay, the following to the law firm, within five(5) days of the law firm’s 
written request for such payment:  
(1) all expenses and disbursements incurred and interest accrued to date, and  
(2) pay in advance all future expenses, costs and disbursements to be incurred in connection with 
proceeding with my claim and/or action.  
In the event the client fails to issue payment as required under this paragraph, the client agrees 
that the fee due and owing the law firm shall be based upon the amount so offered together with 
all disbursements, expenses and accrued interest. 
 
 

Client Initials                   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The client(s) understand that law firm may require the undersigned, the client(s), to 

advance disbursements as a condition to the law firm continuing with the prosecution of the 
claim or action.  
 

In the event that the client is a minor or a fiduciary, such claim and the fee to be deducted 
therefrom, pursuant to this agreement, is subject to the approval of the court. 

 
POWER OF ATTORNEY 
 

The undersigned agrees that the law firm shall have the authority to endorse my (our) 
name(s) to all checks received for matters derivative of the above matter, claim or case.  Such 
monies shall be deposited into the law firm’s escrow account and paid therefrom. 
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LEGAL REPRESENTATION 
 

It is understood and agreed by the Client that the client has retained (list all attorneys)It is 
further understood and agreed by the Client that Law Offices of (Lead law firm) will provide 
material legal services in this matter.  Fees paid by the client to (Lead law firm) will be shared 
with (referring attorneys) such that one third of the attorneys fees shall be retained by (referring 
attorneys)  This does not affect the overall fees charged to the undersigned.   (Referring 
attorneys) will receive periodic reports and will consult with (lead firm), concerning the progress 
and disposition of the matter referred to (lead firm), who will be responsible for direct contact 
with you.  All questions, comments, inquiries and correspondence and the like concerning the 
legal matter which is the subject of this Agreement are to be directed to (lead firm). 

 
LIMITED REPRESENTATION 
 

The undersigned client(s) understands that this retainer does not include and the law firm 
does not represent the client(s) for prosecuting any no-fault, workers’s compensation, property 
damages, disability actions, arbitration/litigation of no fault benefits, litigation involving liens, 
rights of subrogation, rights of reimbursement and/or rights of recovery, appeals of any kind, 
Surrogate and/or Family Court Proceedings, Guardianship Proceedings, including but not limited 
to Article 81 Guardianships and/or Guardian Ad Litem Proceedings, supplemental proceedings, 
to collect on or enforce any judgment or award, unless a separate agreement, in writing, is 
entered into between undersigned and the law firm.  The client(s) understand that it is the 
client(s) responsibility to undertake those claims and the undersigned must advise the law firm of 
the person handling these claims. 

        
The client(s) understand that disability benefits may be paid to the clients as long as a 

disability claim form is filed with his/her employer or the employer’s disability insurance 
company, within thirty(30) days after first date of disability. It is the client’s responsibility to do 
this filing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This agreement does not contemplate appeal to an Appellate Court.  If the undersigned 

desires to employ the law firm to prosecute an appeal in this action, a separate agreement with its 
own rate of compensation must be entered into.  If I retain separate counsel to prosecute an 
appeal and the case is disposed of in my favor after that point, the law firm is entitled to be 
compensated for the time spent in handling the underlying and expenses from me and from the 
new attorney retained. 
 
 

Client Initials               
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FEE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
You are about to review this Contingent Fee Agreement and Retainer with an attorney.  

The term Contingent Fee Agreement and Retainer means an agreement to provide legal services 
for which an attorney is compensated in whole or in part through the successful disposition of the 
particular case or legal matter. The amount to be paid to the attorney is either fixed or determined 
under a particular formula.  You are advised that you have the right to, and we hereby offer to 
you, the opportunity to retain the services of the law firms and the attorneys named herein under 
an arrangement whereby the firms and attorneys would be compensated on a fee for services 
rendered basis for the reasonable value of the legal services provided without regard to the 
outcome of your case.  Compensation provided in such a manner would be due and payable 
whether or not the outcome of the case was successful.   

As the attorney will explain to you, each Contingent Fee Agreement is to be in writing 
and in duplicate, one copy for you and one copy for the attorney.  Each copy is to be signed by 
both you and the attorney. You will notice that the Contingent Fee Agreement contains your 
name and address, the name and address of the attorney, a statement of the claim for which 
services are to be performed, a statement of the contingency upon which compensation is to be 
paid and to what extent you may be responsible for compensating the attorney other than from 
amounts collected in the disposition of the particular legal matter, a statement that reasonable 
contingent compensation is to be paid for the services and that such compensation will not 
exceed the stated maximum percentage. 

It is understood and agreed by the Client that the client has retained (List all attorneys, 
including referring attorney).  It is further understood and agreed by the Client that (lead firm) 
will provide material legal services in this matter.  Fees paid by the client to (lead firm) will be 
shared with the (referring attorney) such that two thirds of the attorneys fees shall be retained by 
(lead firm) and one third of the attorneys fees shall be retained by (referring attorney) This does 
not affect the overall fees charged to the undersigned.    

The attorney with whom the Contingent Fee agreement is to be signed will explain to you 
any questions you may have concerning the information in this Disclosure Statement and other 
matters related to attorneys fees.  Do not hesitate to inquire concerning any questions you may 
have related to attorney compensation or services to be performed. 

We have read the Disclosure set forth above and have consulted with (lead firm) 
concerning any questions we have regarding the fee agreement. 
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SURROGATE COURT PROCEEDINGS 
 

CHECK NUMBER ONE OR NUMBER TWO BELOW: 
 

1. __ The undersigned has retained you to secure Letters Testamentary or Letters of 
Administration and the fees for such services shall be $1,500.00 payable at the end of the case if 
the case has produced a recovery. 
 

2.__ The undersigned has not retained you to secure Letters Testamentary or Letters of 
Administration as such services are being provided by a different attorney retained by the 
client(s). 
 

Client Initials                   
 
 
 
 
JOINT REPRESENTATION OF TWO OR MORE CLIENTS 

If we have separate claims as individuals arising out of this matter, we acknowledge that 
conflicts may arise for Law Firm during negotiations and or settlement discussions if we are 
faced with the task of dividing settlement proceeds among such individual claims. In such 
circumstances, we understand that Law Firm cannot determine such allocation for us and cannot 
favor one of us over the other(s). We understand that we will need to come to agreement among 
ourselves regarding such division. Having been fully informed, we hereby agree to waive any 
such conflicts and request that Law Firm represent us collectively and individually. 

 
RETAINER SUBJECT TO INVESTIGATION AND REVIEW OF RECORDS 

The client(s) understand that a case involving negligence and/or medical malpractice in a 
hospital, nursing home, or doctors’ offices involves a comprehensive review of medical records 
by lawyers and medical experts, and the investigation of same is extremely time consuming and 
costly. In addition, the investigation of every accident and incident is necessary before the case 
may be certified as meritorious.   The undersigned client(s) agree(s) and understand(s) that this 
retainer and the handling of the case is subject to the review and approval by the attorney after 
the attorney has had the opportunity to do a sufficient review of the case to investigate whether 
the attorney will seek legal redress for the client/injured person.  The attorney retains the right to 
reject representation upon sufficient written notice to the undersigned. 
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SERVICES TO BE PERFORMED BY ATTORNEY 
Attorney agrees to perform the following legal services, if necessary, and if the attorney 

deems the case meritorious and sufficient to pursue with respect to the subject claim(s). 
 

• investigation of claim(s); 
• determining responsible parties; 
• preparing and filing lawsuit; 
• settlement procedures and negotiations; 
• prosecution of claim(s) by arbitration or legal action until 

settlement, award or judgment is obtained; and  
• if judgment is obtained in Clients’ favor, opposing an opposing 

party’s motion for new trial (if any); 
• as appropriate, coordinating and evaluating insurance policies and 

claim information from first insurers and offering advice and 
assistance on policy coverage and obtaining policy benefits for 
losses associated with clients’ claims arising out of the incident. 

 
Attorney is authorized to associate or employ, at Attorney’s expense, other 
counsel to assist in performing the services required by this Agreement, and to 
appear on Clients’ behalf in any proceeding or lawsuit concerning the claim(s) 
covered by this Agreement. 
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SERVICES NOT COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT: 
  

If additional legal services are necessary in connection with Clients’ claim(s), and Clients 
request attorney to perform such services, additional fee arrangements must be made by 
Attorney and Clients.  For example, such additional services may be required: 
 

• if the judgment obtained is not in Clients’ favor, or the amount 
thereof is unsatisfactory to clients; 

• if the judgment obtained is in Clients’ favor and an opposition 
party appeals from the judgment; 

• if a retrial is ordered after a motion or new trial or mistrial, or after 
reversal of the judgment on appeal; or  

• in judgment enforcement proceedings. 
 
NO GUARANTEES AS TO RESULT 
 

Clients acknowledge that Attorney has made no warrants or guarantees as to the outcome 
or the amounts recoverable in connection with Clients’ claim(s). 
 
CLIENT AGREEMENT TO COOPERATE AND TO UPDATE INFORMATION TO 
ATTORNEY  
 

The Undersigned agrees to keep the Firm advised of his/her whereabouts at all times and 
to cooperate in the preparation and trial of a case, to appear on reasonable notice for depositions 
and court appearances and to comply with all the reasonable requests made in connection with 
the preparation and presentation of the case. 
 
 
Dated:                                      , 2013  X                                                                      
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Start, Maintain and Improve Your Own Practice CLE 
Networking and Marketing 

 
Russ Korins, Esq.,  
Director of Marketing, Cohen Tauber Spievack & Wagner P.C. 
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
 
 
 
II. Ideal clients 
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VI.  Conclusion/Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Russ Korins, Esq. 
Cohen Tauber Spievack & Wagner, P.C. 
rkorins@ctswlaw.com 
(212) 381-8761 
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Go to the CLOUD!? 
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Cloud Computing - Simply Defined 
Storing electronic business files, databases and Email off 

premises -- and/or using computer services, email and software 
not installed on your own computer, server or network.  
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Recognize any of these 
applications? 

•  Facebook 
•  LinkedIn 
•  Google Search 
•  Netflix 
•  Gmail 
•  Online Banking 

•  Twitter 
•  Amazon.com 
•  MapQuest 
•  Hotwire/Travelocity 
•  egolftourney.com/rotary 
•  eBay 
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Cloud Resources 

Windows Live Skydrive!
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Three (3) Factors Aligned 

Business 
Drivers 

Social 
Acceptance 

Technology 
Enablers 

Why Is EVERYONE talking cloud? 
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What s Good About Cloud 
Computing? 

1.  Mobility, Mobility, Mobility!  
1.  Access your data from ANYWHERE 

1.  Not tied to an office 
2.  Increased work flexibility 
3.  Employees DO work from home! 

2.  Using ANY DEVICE 
1.  Ever hear of a Smartphone?  
2.  How about an iPad or Tablet? 

3.  With ANY BROWSER 
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What s Good About Cloud 
Computing? 

2.  Increased and simplified Scalability 
1.  Let s say your business GROWS - a lot (shrinks?) 
2.  Or you have multiple locations 

3.  Little to no up-front Costs 
1.  Lower hardware costs 
2.  Operating expense vs capital expense 
3.  Hardware refresh is vendors concern and expense 

4.  Flexibility 
1.  Variety of Options to fit any need 
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Pitfalls of Cloud Computing 
(What can go wrong?) 

1.  Internet Availability 
a. Mandatory 
b. Redundancy as insurance  

2. Support 
a. Hosted service company? 
b. Local support? 

3. Lost Data 
a. Where is it, really? 
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Pitfalls of Cloud Computing 
(What can go wrong?) 

4. Data Privacy 
a. Is it up to my (or industry) standards? 

5. Vendor Viability 
a. Where are they?  When will I see their guy?  

6. Integration between Applications 
     a. Is everything communicating as designed? 
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What Concerns our clients… 
•  Economic Issues 

–  Capital or budget constraints 
–   Headcount restrictions 

•  Refocus on core  businesses 

•  Customer Support 
–  Remains critical! 

•  Scalability requirements 
•  Compliance – HIPAA, PCI, SAS70, etc 
•  Disaster recovery / Business continuity concerns 
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What Are the Best Candidates? 
•  EMAIL for smaller firms 
•  Offsite backups 
•  Shared drives vs thumb drive 
•  FTP site (for file transfer of large or 

sensitive files) 
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Identity Theft 
 

The #1 Crime in America 
 

What can you do to protect 
yourself? 
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Identity Theft 
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Identity Theft 

•  Recent Google Results: 

•  Identity Theft  News 

stories:  

31,500 results 

•  Identity Theft :  

260,000,000 results in 0.19 

seconds 
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3 focus areas: 
– systems & data  
– management, privacy and disposal of our 

printed and hand written records 
–  issues and risks related to employee s and 

their records 
 

Overview 
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7 preventative measures: 
–  Protect systems & data with anti virus, proper IT 

support, monitoring and data scrubbers 
–  Restricted access to data in your firm and your home 
–  Secure employee and client records 
–  Don't put confidential info on laptops, thumb drives or 

in unencrypted emails 
–  Shred your bills, medical reports – everything 

confidential 
–  Protect your postal mail and prescription bottles 
–  Be sure you have a proper router at home & office 

 

Overview 
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General IT Tips 
 
 
 

What ELSE can you do to 
protect yourself? 
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7 additional ideas to protect you: 
–  Stay off free, non password protected public networks 
–  Save your work emails in the cloud (archiving) 
–  Shred and Scan paper for a more secure and efficient 

office 
–  Think before you click on a link or attachment 
–  Check the sender and content of an email before 

clicking on anything and never reply to a spammer 
–  Get rid of XP, as soon as possible, but before 4/8/13! 
–  Back up your data and store in 3 places, including an 

offsite location 

 

Overview 
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And more… 
–  DO NOT TEXT & DRIVE 
–  According to the National Safety Council, each year, 

over 100,000 accidents are caused by drivers texting 
while behind the wheel 

–  Texting while driving increases the chance of an 
accident by at least 23%  

–   Mobile apps like AT&T s DriveMode®,  which 
sends out a customizable auto-reply to anyone 
who texts a user that is currently driving... [
click here to read more] 
 

 

Overview 
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And more… 
–  DO NOT TEXT & DRIVE, continued 

–  Consider a mobile device acceptable use policy 
(MDAUP). These policies, which can require 
signatories to refrain from all cell phone use while 
driving, are becoming more and more common in the 
business world. CMIT Solutions offers an MDAUP 
that can be right-sized for your business, your 
employees, and your needs. 
 

 

Overview 
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Thank You! 

Questions? 
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CMIT Solutions 
 

877.516.CMIT (2648) 
22 locations in NY, NJ & Long Island 

 

Your speaker: Armando D Accordo  
My Colleagues and Partners: 

Evan Stein, Tony Puzzo 
Tim Davis, Steve Conyers 
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